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 1 .0 INTRODUCTION
The Dredging Subcommittee was established in 1979, according to the terms of the 1978
Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement, Annex 7. In partial fulfillment of its terms of reference,
the subcommittee produced its ﬁrst register in 1982 (IJC 1982). This register identiﬁed the
signiﬁcant dredging projects which took place on both sides of the international boundary in the
Great Lakes, from 1975 through 1979 and represented the first attempt to coordinate the
information on Great Lakes dredging activities.
Through its continuing review of environmental conditions in Areas of Concern and its
involvement in remedial action plans for these areas, the Great Lakes Water Quality Board has
become increasingly cognizant of the widespread occurrence of and problems associated with
contaminated sediments. The Board found that there is considerable uncertainty and little
uniformity in the techniques of assessing contaminated sediments and the technical options for
alleviating their associated problems (IJC 1985 and 1987). These issues transcend dredging and
disposal operations and, to date, have precluded a final resolution of environmental problems in
almost all Areas of Concern.
In order to address the issue of managing contaminated sediment in the Great Lakes
ecosystem, the Water Quality Board broadened the role of the Dredging Subcommittee through an
expanded terms of reference which included the development of common assessment criteria and
an examination of remedial options. This subcommittee has been replaced, subsequently, by the
Sediment Work Group, in accordance with a reorganization of the Water Quality Board
substructure. The terms of reference and present membership for the work group are provided in
Appendix II.
This report provides information from 1980 through 1984 and is estimated to contain data on
95% of all dredging activities in the Great Lakes basin during this period. The remaining 5% is
attributed to small, private dredging projects where volumes were not measured. The purpose of
this register is to provide a compendium of the individual dredging projects - their location,
volume dredged, disposal methods, and where available, the concentrations of various chemical
parameters.
The regulations and policies governing dredging by each jurisdiction and federal body are
provided in the previous register (IJC 1982). In addition, the approaches used for assessing
contaminated sediments are described in a report of the Sediment Subcommittee (IJC 1988).
Several changes in the assessment requirements and disposal practices of the various jurisdictions
for dredged material are anticipated in the near future. Many jurisdictions are currently reviewing
and revising their assessment procedures for navigational dredging projects. The practice of
disposing of contaminated dredged materials at the present volumes, in confined disposal facilities
(CDFS) is unlikely to continue because new facilities are not being constructed. The requirement
for remedial actions associated with contaminated sediments in the Areas of Concern could
increase the volume of material dredged in the near future; however, major changes in the annual
volume of dredged material as a result of this action, would not be evident until 1990— 1994.
A brief summary of the dredging information from 1980 to 1984 (inclusive) is presented in
the next chapter. The summary is based upon the individual dredging project sheets, which are
grouped by lake basin and provided in Appendix I. Comparisons between the 1975 to 1979 and
the 1980 to 1984 dredging information were not made. The individual project data continue to be
supplied by Public Works Canada and the US. Army Corps of Engineers for their respective
countries. Further information on these projects may be obtained by contacting the pertinent

















































































































































































































































































































agency for more detailed information.
In spite of these limitations, the committee feels that the register provides valuable
information, not otherwise readily available to the general public.
 2.0 SUNIMARY OF GREAT LAKES DREDGING ACTIVITIES
1980—1984
A total of 321 dredging projects were reported for all of the lakes, by both Canada and the
United States, over the ﬁve years from 1980 through 1984. The greatest number of projects (42%)
were in Lake Erie. During this time, 270 or 84% of the total number of dredging projects were
U.S., while 51 or 16% were Canadian (Table l).
A total volume of 24,255,380 m3 of dredged material was disposed of at a combined
total cost of approximately 116 million dollars. U.S. activities accounted for 21,668,330 m3
or 89% of the total material, while Canadian activities accounted for the remaining 11% or
2,587,042 m3. Most of the dredged material, 13,996,910 m3 or 58% of the total volume,
came from Lake Erie (Table 1).
The majority of projects involved dredged material less than or equal to 25,000 m 3 (by
volume) followed by those between 25,000 to 50,000 m 3 in volume. Only slightly more than
20% of the total number ofprojects involved more than 100,000 m 3 (Table 2). The Canadian
and U.S. projects reﬂected similar patterns in the distribution of their project size (Tables 3 and 4).
Five distinct categories of dredged material disposal are recognized for the purposes of this
register: upland, conﬁned, open water, beach and reuse. "Upland" disposal involves moving the
material away from the shore and placing it in a preapproved disposal site. The term "confined"
implies a shore—based, constructed facility containing sediments too contaminated, in terms of the
jurisdictional standard, to be otherwise disposed of. "Open water" disposal usually implies barge
transport of sediments which are deemed acceptable according to jurisdictional criteria, to an
approved site offshore, for release into the water. The term "beach" refers speciﬁcally to the
application of clean, normally sandy, dredged material to an adjacent beach site. The term "reuse"
implies the application of dredged material of acceptable quality (both chemically and physically)
to a suitable, nearby location. Reuses include the buildup of the littoral zone, the reinforcement of
breakwall and sandspit areas and the buildup of shoreline areas which are not considered beaches
in the common sense of the word.
Although mixed disposal methods may occur (e. g. dredged material is moved to the open
water as well as to the adjacent beach or confined disposal facility), for the purpose of this
summary, the predominant method of disposal (according to volume) is indicated. The individual
project summaries indicate whether more than one disposal method is used, and the respective
disposal volumes are normally included.
The major disposal method, both by the number of projects and by the total volume (52% and
72%, respectively), was confined. This method was followed by open water, beach nourishment,
upland disposal and reuse (Tables 5-10).
In addition to the number of projects and the total volumes involved, Canadian and U.S.
dredging projects employ disposal methods with different frequencies. While conﬁned disposal
was the main method of dredged material disposal employed, Canada did not use an upland
disposal site between 1980 and 1984, and the U.S. had only one reuse of dredged material which
was non-beach nourishment. In addition, none of the materials from U.S. Lake Ontario projects
went to confined disposal.
If one examines the two most frequently employed dredge disposal methods: confined and
open water, it can be seen that while the confined disposal method was employed a little less than
twice as often as the open water, a little more than three times the material was disposed of in this
way. In addition, if containment costs are included in the total, it can be seen that the cost of using
conﬁned disposal was approximately twice the cost of open water disposal (Tables 11 and 12).
 
 TABLE 1
U.S. AND CANADIAN DREDGING PROJECTS

















































































































































































































































































































































































NUMBERS OF US. AND CANADIAN DREDGING PROJECTS BY QUANTITY




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NUMBERS OF CANADIAN DREDGING PROJECTS BY QUANTITY
(Cubic Metres of Placed Material)
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NUMBERS OF US DREDGING PROJECTS BY DISPOSAL METHOD
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US. AND CANADIAN DREDGING PROJECTS
DREDGING QUANTITY (CMPM) BY DISPOSAL METHOD
~ OPEN
BASIN YEAR UPLAND CONFINED WATER BEACH REUSE
Michigan 1980 36694. 805776. 48159. 139951. 0.
1981 29053. 187956. 51247. 43716. 0.
1982 57675. 389182. 308531. 23547. 0.
1983 0. 528019. 191640. 68561. 0.
1984 21023. 348915. 34483. 188682. 0.
Ad] 144445. 2259848. 634060. 464457. 0.
Supeﬁor 1980 29620. 312667. 35892. 5148. 0.
1981 9939. 415110. 0. 99815. 0.
1982 0. 217910. 0. 82640. 0.
1983 0. 238690. 18159. 29341. 0.
1984 0. 367535. 0. 60418. 0.
Aﬂl 39559. 1551912. 54051. 277362. 0.
Ihnon 1980 0. 704690. 69710. 0. 0.
1981 0. 517824. 65000. 0. 19769.
1982 8257. 531278. . 207413. 0. 16112.
1983 0. 877175. ‘ 35185. 0. 17178.
1984 0. 577377. 11780. 0. 59844.
Adl 8257. 3208344. 389088. 0. 112903.
Ede 1980 0. 2748193. 1005719. 175504. 0.
1981 0. 1641130. 1355355. 0. 0.
1982 0. 2387829. 211045. 36647. 0.
1983 0. 1639977. 577587. 78841. 94684.
1984 0. 1650896. 331816. 0. 61689.
Adl 0. 10068030. 3481522. 290992. 156373.
(knaﬁo 1980 0. 96282. 126323. 0. 0.
1981 0. 102875. 82096. 0. 0.
1982 0. 13866. 165838. 0. 0.
1983 0. 214246. 31428. 0. 0.
1984 0. 38924. 237407. 0. 4895.
Adl 0. 466193. 643092. 0. 4895.
'Touds 1980 66314. 4667608. 1285803. 320603. 0.
1981 38992. 2864895. 1553698. 143531. 19769.
1982 65932. 3540065. 892827. 142834. 16112.
1983 0. 3498107. 853999. 176743. 111862.
1984 21023. 2983647. 615486. 249100. 126428.
.Aﬂ. 192261. 17554320. 5201813. 1032811. 274171





DREDGING QUANTITY (CMPM) BY DISPOSAL METHOD
OPEN
BASIN YEAR UPLAND CONFINED WATER BEACH REUSE
Michigan 1980 36694. 805776. 48159. 139951. 0.
1981 29053. 187956. 51247. 43716. 0.
1982 57675. 389182. 308531. 23547. 0.
1983 0. 528019. 191640. 68561. 0.
1984 21023. 348915. 34483. 188682. 0.
All 144445. 2259848. 634060. 464457. 0.
Superior 1980 29620. 148611. 25921. 5148. 0.
1981 9939. 98099. 0. 99815. 0.
1982 0. 69627. 0. 82640. 0.
1983 0. 15062. 18159. 29341. 0.
1984 0. 206320. 0. 60418. 0.
All 39559. 537719. 44080. 277362. 0.
Huron 1980 0. 704690. 69710. 0. 0.
1981 0. 517824. 0. 0. O.
1982 8257. 491492. 199260. 0. 0.
1983 0. 820658. 33105. 0. 0.
1984 0. 569809. 11780. 0. 0.
All 8257. 3104473. 313855. 0. 0..
Erie 1980 0. 2623974. 974639. 0. 0.
1981 0. 1641130. 1355355. 0. 0.
1982 0. 2387829. 211045. 0. 0.
1983 0. 1639977. 549729. 0. 0.
1984 0. 1525762. 331816. 0. 29526.
All 0. 9818672. 3422584. 0. 29526.
Ontario 1980 0. 0. 113676. 0. 0.
1981 0. 0. 82096. 0. 0.
1982 0. 0. 136260. 0. 0.
1983 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
1984 0. 0. 237407. 0. 0.
A11 0. 0. 569439. 0. 0.
Totals 1980 66314. 4283051. 1232105. 145099. 0.
1981 38992. 2445009. 1488698. 143531. 0.
1982 65932. 3338130. 855096. 106187. 0.
1983 0. 3003716. 792633. 97902. 0.
1984 21023. 2650806. 615486. 249100. 29526.
All 192261. 15720710. 4984018. 741819. 29526.




DREDGING QUANTITY (CMPM) BY DISPOSAL METHOD
OPEN
BASIN YEAR UPLAND CONFINED WATER BEACH REUSE
Superior 1980 0. 164056. 9971. 0. 0.
1981 0. 317011. 0. 0. 0
1982 0. 148283. 0. 0. 0.
1983 0. 223628. 0. 0. 0.
1984 0. 161215. 0. 0. 0.
All 0. 1014193. 9971. 0. 0.
Huron 1980 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
1981 0. 0. 65000. 0. 19769.
1982 0. 39786. 8153. 0. 16112.
1983 0. 56517. 2080. 0. 17178.
1984 0. 7568. 0. 0. 59844.
All 0. 103871. 75233. 0. 112903.
Erie 1980 0. 124219. 31080. 175504. 0.
1981 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
1982 0. 0. ' 0. 36647. 0.
1983 0. 0. 27858. 78841. 94684.
1984 0. 125134. 0. 0. 32163.
All 0. 249353. 58938. 290992. 126847.
Ontario 1980 0. 96282. 12647. 0. 0.
1981 0. 102875. 0. 0. 0.
1982 0. 13866. 29578. 0. 0.
1983 0. 214246. 31428. 0. 0.
1984 0. 38924. 0. 0. 4895
A11 0. 466193. 73653. 0. 4895
Totals 1980 0 384557. 53698. 175504. 0.
1981 0. 419886. 65000. 0. 19769.
1982 0. 201935. 37731. 36647. 16112.
1983 0. 494391. 61366. 78841. 1 11862.
1984 0 332841. 0. 0. 96902.
All 0 1833610. 217795. 290992. 244645.





U.S. AND CANADIAN DREDGING PROJECTS
DREDGING QUANTITY
AND COST BY BASIN AND YEAR

































































































































































































































































































































































































‘Cublc metres of placed material
aU.S. dollars
'Canadian dollars





DREDGING QUANTITY AND COST BY BASIN AND YEAR FOR
TABLE
12
U.S. AND CANADIAN DREDGING PROJECTS
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Information contained in the Dredging Register was obtained from Public Works Canada and
the US. Army Corps of Engineers. Each dredging project is identified by a project name and
further described by jurisdiction and basin. The data are organized by listing all dredging
information for each project followed by the chemical summary data for these projects.
Items included in the dredging activities report are:
0 Fiscal or Calendar Year - In some cases the date range over which dredging occurred
was not available. The year is included to indicate broadly the time of the dredging.
The US ﬁscal year is from October through September (e.g. ﬁscal year 1983 is from
October 1982 through September 1983). All of the Canadian information is provided
on a calendar year basis.
0 Beginning and Ending Date - Reported date range of when dredging was performed
0 Location - A further breakdown of the location of the dredging was included in some of
the information received
0 Maximum Depth - Many of the dredging projects encompassed areas dredged at
different depths. Unfortunately, the request for information contained only one depth
ﬁeld. For consistency, the maximum depth dredged is being reported
0 Equipment - A description of the equipment used to dredge the area
0 Total Quantity - The total quantity of dredged material in Cubic Metres of Placed
Material (CNIPM)
0 Pay Quantity - Amount of material approved (and paid for) in CMPM
o Dredging Cost - Actual cost of dredging
o Disposal Method
0 Latitude/Longitude - When material was not placed in a confined disposal facility
(CDF), the location the material was placed
0 CDF Cost - Cost per CMPM in a CDF
0 Percent Confined - When it could be determined what percent of the dredged material
was placed in a CDF, the information is provided.
The sample summary report is a statistical summary of selected compounds for each year
analyses were performed. Dry density, material type, sample type, and analytical lab are also
reported when the information was available. The list of parameters reﬂects thosecompounds in
the previous dredging register and was requested for inclusion in this report. Definitions of
statistics are included as an attachment to this report. Summary statistics ﬂagged with an asterisk
include data with a "less than" remark code qualifier. All data are reported in ug/g and are
reported at three places after the decimal except for COD. One place after the decimal is used for
COD. This reporting does not necessarily reﬂect accuracy. Additional information may be
requested from:
 
 Marine and Civil Resources
Department of Public Works
Ontario Region
4900 Younge Street
Toronto, Ontario M2N 6A6
and
North Central Division
US. Army Corps of Engineers






















































































































































































































DEFINITION OF STATISTICAL SUMMARY DATA
n Number of data values reported
xi Observationi{1_<_ign}
11
Mean (3?) 2 x i
i=1
‘1!—
Median when n is even x n/Z + x n/2+1
2
when n is Odd X (n+1)/2
Std Dev
 










 PROJECT: CALUMET HARBOR AND RIVER
JURISDICTION: ILLINOIS AND INDIANA
BASIN: MICHIGAN
DREDGING ACTIVITIES REPORT
Fiscal Year: 1980 Beginning Date: 08/11/80 Ending Date: 08/30/80
Maximum Depth (Meters): 7.1
Equipment: Hopper Dredge
Total Quantity (M**3): 36694.
Dredging Cost (S/CMPM): 5.11
Disposal Method: UPLAND Lat: 414340 Long: 873215
Fiscal Year: 1984 Beginning Date: 10/12/84 Ending Date: 11/27/84
Maximum Depth (Meters): 7.1
Equipment: Clamshell 4 Cu Meter
Total Quantity <M**3): 75918.
Dredging Cost ($/CMPM): 9.28















































Vol Solids Percent 0
oil & Grease UG/G 0


































































































































































































JURISDICTION: ILLINOIS AND INDIANA
BASIN: MICHIGAN
DREDGING ACTIVITIES REPORT
Calendar Year: 1982 Beginning Date: 05/29/82 Ending Date: 06/22/82
Maximum Depth (Meters): 5.8
Equipment: CLAMSHELLS, 6 Cu Meter
Total Quantity (M**3): 65287
Dredging Cost (S/CMPM): 4.02
Disposal Method: OPEN Lat: 422150 Long: 874545
Calendar Year: 1984 Beginning Date: 09/04/84 Ending Date: 12/20/84
Maximum Depth (Meters): 5.8
Equipment: BACKHOE
Total Quantity (M**3): 34483
















JURISDICTION: ILLINOIS AND INDIANA
BASIN: MICHIGAN
SAMPLE SUMMARY REPORT
Year: 1981 Dry Density (Kg/L): 1.67
Material Type: FINE SAND Sample Type: CORE








Vol Solids Percent 0
Oil & Grease UG/G 0























Material Type: FINE SAND
Sample Type:
PONAR GRAB








Vol Solids Percent 0
Oil & Grease UG/G 0


































































Total Quantity (M**3): 8315.



























































Total Quantity (M**3): 9062.























































Total Quantity (M**3): 8945.



























































Total Quantity (M**3): 6055.
























































Total Quantity (M**3): 8234.










































































































































































































































































































Total Quantity (M**3): 688.










































































N Mean Std Dev Minimum
4 .087 .060 .013
4 15.550 13.100 .200
4 .153 .092 .022
4 1.885 1.441 .038
4 .021 .024 .000
3 .000 .000 .000
3 .000 .000 .000
3 .000 .000 .000
3 .000 .000 .000
3 .000 .000 .000
3 .000 .000 .000
3 .000 .000 .000
0
2 .050 .071 .000
3 16.333 14.364 .000
1 2.000 .000 2.000
3 .800 .000 .800
0
3 14.000 2.000 12.000
3 60.667 12.583 49.000
3 24.667 8.021 17.000
3 7.033 2.578 4.700































































Fiscal Year: 1980 Beginning Date: 03/17/80 Ending Date: 04/01/80
Maximum Depth (Meters): 7.0
Equipment: Hopper Hydraulic 20 Inch Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 48167.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 3.74
Disposal Method: Beach Lat: 430400.0 Long: 861530.0
Fiscal Year: 1981 Beginning Date: 12/15/80 Ending Date: 03/22/81
Maximum Depth (Meters): 7.0
Equipment: Hopper Hydraulic 20 Inch Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 29485.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 4.62
Disposal Method: Confined (& Beach) Lat: 430400.0 Long: 861530.0
Percent Confined: 50. CDF Cost ($/M**3): 2.52
Fiscal Year: 1982 Beginning Date: 12/15/81 Ending Date: 04/10/82
Maximum Depth (Meters): 6.4
Equipment: Hydraulic 14 Inch Contractor: Luedtke
Total Quantity (M**3): 58156.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 7.32
Disposal Method: Confined CDF Cost ($/M**3): 2.52
Fiscal Year: 1983 Beginning Date: - Ending Date: -
Maximum Depth (Meters): 6.4
Equipment: Hopper Hydraulic 20 Inch Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 14111.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 3.21
Disposal Method: Confined CDF Cost ($/M**3): 2.52
Fiscal Year: 1983 Beginning Date: - Ending Date: -
Maximum Depth (Meters): 7.0
Equipment: Hopper Hydraulic 20 Inch Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 32160.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 3.21
Disposal Method: Open Lat: 430400.0 Long: 861530.0
Fiscal Year: 1984 Beginning Date: 03/04/84 Ending Date: 03/31/84
Maximum Depth (Meters): 7.0
Equipment: Clam Shell Bucket 8Cqu Contractor: Canonie
Total Quantity (M**3): 19437.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 6.97
Disposal Method: Beach Lat: 430400.0 Long: 861530.0
-35..



















Maximum Depth (Meters): 7.0
Equipment: Contractor: Harbor Marine
Total Quantity (M**3): 51981.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 4.35
Disposal Method: Confined CDF Cost ($/M**3): 2.52
SAMPLE SUMMARY REPORT
Year: 1983 Dry Density (Kg/L): 1.80
Material Type: Sand Silt Sample Type: Ponar Grab
Analytical Lab: Environmental Protection Agency
Parameter Name Units N Mean Std Dev Minimum Maximum Median
Oil & Grease MG/G 8 .665 .179 .360 .920 .690
Vol Solids PERCENT 8 8.250 3.845 3.000 14.000 7.500
Total P MG/G 8 .501 .121 .260 .650 .515
TKN MG/G 8 3.188 1.215 1.400 5.300 3.250
NH3 MG/G 8 .143 .076 .034 .230 .160
PCB-1016 UG/G 4 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
PCB-1221 UG/G 3 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
PCB-1232 06/0 3 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000




Total PCB UG/G 0
Hg UG/G 8 .100 .076 .000 .200 .100
Pb UG/G 8 45.037 21.164 7.300 63.000 54.500
As UG/G 8 8.850 4.435 1.800 15.000 9.500
Cd 06/6 8 3.338 .661 2.200 4.200 3.500
Se UG/G 0
Cu UG/G 8 48.500 27.344 5.000 83.000 52.000
Zn UG/G 8 160.500 82.716 24.000 240.000 190.000
Cr UG/G 8 104.250 64.253 12.000 220.000 93.000
Ni UG/G 8 55.000 27.449 8.000 79.000 64.000






Fiscal Year: 1980 Beginning Date: 04/10/80 Ending Date: 04/17/80
Maximum Depth (Meters): 7.0
Equipment: Hopper Hydraulic 20 Inch Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 33157.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 2.18
Disposal Method: Open Lat: 424900.0 Long: 861300.0
Fiscal Year: 1981 Beginning Date: 12/08/80 Ending Date: 06/30/81
Maximum Depth (Meters): 6.4
Equipment: Hopper Hydraulic 20 Inch Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 67617.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 4.44
Disposal Method: Confined (& Open) Lat: 424900.0 Long: 861300.0
Percent Confined: 61. CDF Cost ($/M**3): 5.98
Fiscal Year: 1982 Beginning Date: 12/15/81 Ending Date: 04/10/82
Maximum Depth (Meters): 6.4
Equipment: Hopper Hydraulic 20 Inch Contractor: Luedtke
Total Quantity (M**3): 14148.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 6.31
Disposal Method: Confined CDF Cost ($/M**3): 5.98
Fiscal Year: 1983 Beginning Date: - Ending Date:
Maximum Depth (Meters): 7.0
Equipment: Hopper Hydraulic 20 Inch Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 7594.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 3.18
Disposal MethOd: Confined CDF Cost ($/M**3): 5.98
Fiscal Year: 1983 Beginning Date: - Ending Date: -
Maximum Depth (Meters): 7.0
Equipment: Hopper Hydraulic 20 Inch Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 52807.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 3.18
Disposal Method: Beach Lat: 424900.0 Long: 861300.0
Fiscal Year: 1984 Beginning Date: 07/27/84 Ending Date: 08/18/84
Maximum Depth (Meters):. 6.4
Equipment: Hydraulic 14 Inch Contractor: Harbor Marine
Total Quantity (M**3): 44790.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 4.84















































































































































































































































































































































































































Fiscal Year: 1980 Beginning Date: 08/07/80 Ending Date: 08/20/80
Maximum Depth (Meters): 3.7
Equipment: Hydraulic 12 Inch Contractor: King
Total Quantity (M**3): 11204.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 4.73
Disposal Method: Beach Lat: 450200.0 Long: 854500.0
Fiscal Year: 1981 Beginning Date: 06/24/81 Ending Date: 06/29/81
Maximum Depth (Meters): 3.7
Equipment: Hydraulic 12 Inch Contractor: C-Hay
Total Quantity (M**3): 10289.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 4.53
Disposal Method: Beach Lat: 450200.0 Long: 854500.0
Fiscal Year: 1982 Beginning Date: a Ending Date: -
Maximum Depth (Meters): 3.7
Equipment: Hydraulic 12 Inch Contractor: C-Hay
Total Quantity (M**3): 14602.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 3.25
Disposal Method: Beach Lat: 450200.0 Long: 854500.0
Fiscal Year: 1983 Beginning Date: 06/18/83 Ending Date: 06/24/83
Maximum Depth (Meters): 3.7
Equipment: Hydraulic 12 Inch Contractor: Harbor Marine
Total Quantity (M**3): 9699.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 7.43
Disposal Method: Beach Lat: 450200.0 Long: 854500.0
Fiscal Year: 1984 Beginning Date: 08/20/84 Ending Date: 09/11/84
Maximum Depth (Meters): 3.7
Equipment: Hydraulic 12 Inch Contractor: King
Total Quantity (M**3): 5428.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 10.70































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Fiscal Year: 1981 Beginning Date: 05/16/81 Ending Date:
Maximum Depth (Meters): 9.
Equipment: Hopper Hydraulic 20 Inch Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 26140.
Dredging Cost (S/M**3): 3.53
Disposal Method: Open Lat: 435700.0 Long:
Fiscal Year: 1982 Beginning Date: 03/15/82 Ending Date:
Maximum Depth (Meters): 9.
Equipment: Hopper Hydraulic 20 Inch Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 49465.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 2.44
Disposal Method: Open Lat: 435700.0 Long:
Fiscal Year: 1983 Beginning Date: 05/13/83 Ending Date:
Maximum Depth (Meters): 9.
Equipment: Hopper Hydraulic 20 Inch Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 18826.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 4.73
Disposal Method: Open Lat: 435700.0 Long:
Fiscal Year: 1984 Beginning Date: 05/13/84 Ending Date:
Maximum Depth (Meters): 9.
Equipment: Crane Barge Bucket 8Cqu Contractor: Luedtke
Total Quantity (M**3): 33507.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 4.71



















Year: 1982 Dry Density (Kg/L): 2.10
Material Type: Sand Sample Type: Ponar Grab
Analytical Lab: Environmental Research Group - Ann Arbor, MI
Parameter Name Units N Mean Std Dev Minimum Maximum Median
Oil & Grease MG/G 4 .025 .030 .000 .052 .025
Vol Solids PERCENT 4 .700 .872 .200 2.000 .300
Total P MG/G 4 .060 .054 .025 .140 .037
TKN HG/G 4 .072 .063 .026 .160 .051
NH3 MG/G 0
PCB-1016 UG/G 4 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000’
PCB~1221 UG/G 4 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
PCB-1232 UG/G 4 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
PCB-1242 UG/G 4 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
PCBH1248 UG/G 4 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
PCB=1254 UG/G 4 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
PCB-1260 UG/G 4 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000








































































Fiscal Year: 1980 Beginning Date: 08/25/80 Ending Date: 05/27/80
Maximum Depth (Meters): 7.6
Equipment: Hopper Hydraulic 20 Inch Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 8532.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 3.60
Disposal Method: Open Lat: 441700.0 Long: 862500.0
Fiscal Year: 1982 Beginning Date: 12/10/81 Ending Date: 12/18/81
Maximum Depth (Meters): 7.6
Equipment: Hopper Hydraulic 20 Inch Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 25107.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 4.73
Disposal Method: Open Lat: 441700.0 Long: 862500.0
Fiscal Year: 1984 Beginning Date: 06/12/84 Ending Date: 06/27/74
Maximum Depth (Meters): 7.6
Equipment: Crane Barge Bucket Contractor: Luedtke
Total Quantity (M**3): 20299.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 4.62
Disposal Method: Beach Lat: 441700.0 Long: 862500.0
SAMPLE SUMMARY REPORT
Year: 1982 Dry Density (Kg/L): 2.00
Material Type: Sand Silt Sample Type: Ponar Grab
Analytical Lab: Environmental Research Group - Ann Arbor, MI
Parameter Name Units N Mean Std Dev Minimum Maximum Median
Oil & Grease MG/G 4 .079 .038 .050 .130 .069
Vol Solids PERCENT 4 .750 .379 .200 1.000 .900
Total P MG/G 4 .064 .028 .035 .100 .060
TKN MG/G 4 .273 .217 .074 .520 .250
NH3 MG/G 0
PCB-1016 UG/G 4 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
PCB-1221 UG/G 4 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
PCB-1232 UG/G 4 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
PCB=1242 UG/G 4 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
PCB-1248 UG/G 4 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
PCB=1254 UG/G 4 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
PCB-1260 UG/G 4 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
Total PCB UG/G 0
Hg UG/G 4 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
Pb UG/G 4 .900 1.800 .000 3.600 .000
As UG/G 4 2.000 .000 2.000 2.000 2.000
Cd UG/G 4 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
Se UG/G 0
Cu UG/G 4 2.250 1.190 1.500 4.000 1.750
Zn UG/G 4 18.825 27.491 3.000 60.000 6 150
Cr UG/G 4 1.800 .600 1.500 2.700 1.500
Ni UG/G 4 2.500 .000 2.500 2.500 2.500









Fiscal Year: 1980 Beginning Date: 03/30/80 Ending Date: 03/31/80
Maximum Depth (Meters): 8.8
Equipment: Hopper Hydraulic 20 Inch Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 6470.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 3.36
Disposal Method: Open Lat: 431500.0 Long: 862500.0
Fiscal Year: 1982 Beginning Date: 07/04/82 Ending Date: 07/17/82
Maximum Depth (Meters): 8.8
Equipment: Hopper Hydraulic 20 Inch Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 44689.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 3.72
Disposal Method: Open Lat: 431500.0 Long: 862500.0
Fiscal Year: 1984 Beginning Date: 06/30/84 Ending Date: 08/03/84
Maximum Depth (Meters): .0
Equipment: Contractor: Luedtke
Total Quantity (M**3): 33961.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 4.31
Disposal Method: Beach Lat: Long:
SAMPLE SUMMARY REPORT
Year: 1982 Dry Density (Kg/L): 2.10
Material Type: Sand Sample Type: Ponar Grab
Analytical Lab: Enviromental Protection Agency
Parameter Name Units N Mean Std Dev Minimum Maximum
Oil & Grease MG/G 3 .071 .049 .023 .120
Vol Solids PERCENT 0
Total P MG/G 3 .042 .037 .000 .070








































































ng Date: 06/25/83 Ending Date:











Fiscal Year: 1980 Beginning Date: 07/09/80 Ending Date: 08/04/80
Maximum Depth (Meters): 3.7
Equipment: Hydraulic 12 Inch Contractor: King
Total Quantity (M**3): 16154.
Dredging Cost (S/M**3): 4.51
Disposal Method: Beach Lat: 434800.0 Long: 862500.0
Fiscal Year: 1981 Beginning Date: 05/11/81 Ending Date: 05/20/81
Maximum Depth (Meters): 3.7
Equipment: Hydraulic 12 Inch Contractor: C-uay
Total Quantity (M**3): 17652.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 3.25
Disposal Method: Beach Lat: 434800.0 Long: 862500.0
Fiscal Year: 1982 Beginning Date: - Ending Date: -
Maximum Depth (Meters): 3.7
Equipment: Contractor: C-Uay
Total Quantity (M**3): 10707.









Maximum Depth (Meters): .0
Equipment: Contractor: Harbor Marine
Total Quantity (M**3): 16285.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 3.70




Maximum Depth (Meters): .0
Equipment: Contractor: King
Total Quantity (M**3): 15418.









Year: 1982 ‘ Dry Density (Kg/L): 2.10
Material Type: Sand Sample Type: Ponar Grab
Analytical Lab: Environmental Research Group - Ann Arbor, MI
Parameter Name Units N Mean Std Dev Minimum Maximum Median
oil & Grease MG/G 3 .071 .060 .030 .140 .044
Vol Solids PERCENT 0
Total P MG/G 0































































Total Quantity (M**3): 7095.





































Maximum Depth (Meters): 3.7
Equipment: Hydraulic 12 Inch Contractor: C—Hay
Total Quantity (M**3): 6713.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 7.37
Disposal Method: Beach Lat: 442200.0 Long: 862000.0
SAMPLE SUMMARY REPORT
Year: 1982 Dry Density (Kg/L): 1.80
Material Type: Sand Sample Type: Ponar Grab
Analytical Lab: Enviromental Research Group - Ann Arbor, MI
Parameter Name Units N Mean Std Dev Minimum Maximum Median
Oil & Grease MG/G 3 .150 .087 .050 .200 .200
Vol Solids PERCENT 3 .233 .058 .200 .300 .200



























Fiscal Year: 1982 Beginning Date: - Ending Date: -
Maximum Depth (Meters): .0
Equipment: Contractor: C-Uay
Total Quantity (M**3): 16667.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 3.18
Disposal Method: Open Lat: Long:
SAMPLE SUMMARY REPORT
Year: 1981 Dry Density (Kg/L):
Material Type: Sample Type:
Analytical Lab:
 
Parameter Name Units N Mean Std Dev Minimum Maximum Median
Oil & Grease MG/G 0
Vol Solids PERCENT 2 1.500 .707 1.000 2.000 1.500
Total P MG/G 2 .155 .021 .140 .170 .155
TKN MG/G 2 .200 .028 .180 .220 .200
NH3 MG/G 0
PCB-1016 06/6 2 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
PCB-1221 UG/G 2 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
PCB-1232 UG/G 2 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
PCB-1242 UG/G 2 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
PCB-1248 UG/G 2 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
PCB-1254 UG/G 2 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
PCB-1260 UG/G 2 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
Total PCB UG/G 0
Hg UG/G 2 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
Pb UG/G 2 8.250 3.889 5.500 11.000 8.250
As UG/G 2 1.100 1.273 .200 2.000 1.100
Cd UG/G 2 .445 .629 .000 .890 .445
Se 06/6 0
Cu UG/G 2 1.500 .000 1.500 1.500 1.500
Zn UG/G 0
Cr UG/G 2 4.800 2.121 3.300 6.300 4.800
Ni UG/G 2 3.150 .919 2.500 3.800 3.150
COD MG/G 0
-49-




Year: 1980 Dry Density (Kg/L): 1.90
Material Type: Sand Silt Sample Type: Ponar Grab
Analytical Lab: Enviromental Research Group - Ann Arbor, MI
Parameter Name Units N Mean Std Dev Minimum Maximum Median
Oil & Grease MG/G 9 1.254 1.286 .036 3.790 .940
Vol Solids PERCENT 9 3.403 4.078 .090 11.800 1.180
Total P MG/G 9 .740 .784 .049 2.069 .298









Total PCB UG/G 0
Mg UG/G 9 .200 .000 .200 .200 .200
Pb UG/G 9 66.551 80.108 1.390 195.000 4.480
As UG/G 9 5.147 6.663 .246 20.400 1.030
Cd UG/G 9 .930 .884 .016 2.400 1.031
Se UG/G 0
Cu UG/G 9 20.818 28.942 1.010 92.000 17.300
Zn UG/G 0
Cr UG/G 9 2.442 1.886 .557 6.270 1.940
Ni UG/G 9 2.481 2.093 .446 ‘ 6.670 1.880



























 Project: Green Bay
Jurisdiction: Wisconsin
Basin: Michigan
Fiscal Year: 1984 Beginning Date: - Ending Date: -
Maximum Depth (Meters): 7.9
Equipment: Hopper Hydraulic 23 Inch Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 40730.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 5.25
Disposal Method: Confined CDF Cost ($/M**3): 4.63
SAMPLE SUMMARY REPORT
Year: 1982 Dry Density (Kg/L}: 1.21
Material Type: Silt Sample Type: Ponar Grab
Analytical Lab: Envirodyne Engineers - St. Louis, MO
Parameter Name Units N Mean Std Dev Minimum Maximum Median
Oil & Grease MG/G 8 1.481 1.335 .258 3.400 .937
Vol Solids PERCENT 8 .001 .000 .000 .001 .001
Total P MG/G 8 .857 .492 .317 1.590 .634









Total PCB UG/G 6 .005 .004 .000 .009 .005
Mg UG/G 8 .683 .605 .140 1.910 .490
Pb UG/G 8 64.400 43.404 21.500 120.000 47.550
As UG/G 8 2.851 1.306 .200 4.160 2.900
Cd UG/G 8 9.525 6.124 2.460 19.000 9.410
Se UG/G 0
Cu UG/G 8 42.200 27.088 10.800 79.900 36.200
Zn UG/G 8 107.075 83.396 16.700 211.000 68.000
Cr UG/G 8 52.400 34.163 23.600 106.000 31.750
Ni 06/6 8 21.261 7.924 5.990 32.000 21.650







Fiscal Year: 1980 Beginring Date: 05/30/80 Ending Date: 06/19/80
Maximum Depth (Meters): 8.2
Equipment: Crane Barge Bucket 3Cqu Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 8126.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 5.93
Disposal Method: Confined CDF Cost ($/M**3): 8.43
Fiscal Year: 1982 Beginning Date: ~ Ending Date: ’ -
Maximum Depth (Meters): 8.2
Equipment: Hopper Hydraulic 20 Inch Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 37634.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 2.90
Disposal Method: Confined CDF Cost ($/M**3): 8.43
Fiscal Year: 1984 Beginning Date: 04/16/84 Ending Date: 05/24/84
Maximum Depth (Meters): 8.2
Equipment: Crane Barge Bucket 3 CuY Contractor: Harbor Marine
Total Quantity (M**3): 38494.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 3.44
Disposal Method: Confined CDF Cost ($/M**3): 8.43
 
Fiscal Year: 1984 Beginning Date: 11/30/83 Ending Date: 12/05/83
Maximum Depth (Meters): 8.2
Equipment: Contractor: Roen
Total Quantity (M**3): 3868.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 12.00























































































































































































Fiscal Year: 1982 Beginning Date: - Ending Date: =
Maximum Depth (Meters): 6.1
Equipment: Hopper Hydraulic 20 Inch Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 92174.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 3.36
Disposal Method: Confined CDF Cost ($/M**3): 3.08
Fiscal Year: 1983 Beginning Date: 06/24/83 Ending Date: 07/29/83
Maximum Depth (Meters): 6.1
Equipment: Hydraulic 14 Inch Contractor: Harbor Marine
Total Quantity (M**3): 67386.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 3.24
Disposal Method: Confined CDF Cost ($/M**3): 3.08
Fiscal Year: 1983 Beginning Date: - Ending Date: -
Maximum Depth (Meters): 6.1
Equipment: Hopper Hydraulic 20 Inch Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 63552.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 3.93
Disposal Method: Confined CDF Cost ($/M**3): 3.08
Fiscal Year: 1984 Beginning Date: 07/31/84 Ending Date: 09/17/84
Maximum Depth (Meters): 6.1
Equipment: Crane Barge Bucket 2Cqu Contractor: Selvick
Total Quantity (M**3): 10599.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 8.08














































































































































































































Total Quantity (M**3): 32391.
































































































































































































































































































































































































Maximum Depth (Meters): 7.9
Equipment: Hopper Hydraulic 20 Inch Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 4753.



























































































































































Fiscal Year: 1981 Beginning Date: - Ending Date: 05/15/82
Maximum Depth (Meters): .0
Equipment: Contractor: Brennen
Total Quantity (M**3): 70722.
Dredging Cost (S/M**3): 8:40
Disposal Method: Confined CDF Cost ($/M**3):
Fiscal Year: 1982 Beginning Date: - Ending Date: -
Maximum Depth (Meters): .0
Equipment: Contractor: Brennen
Total Quantity (M**3): 63471.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 7.00
























































































































































































































































































































Fiscal Year: 1981 Beginning Date: 07/31/81 Ending Date: 09/30/81
Maximum Depth (Meters): 6.4
Equipment: Clam Shell Bucket 3Cqu Contractor: Gillen
Total Quantity (M**3): 12539.
Dredging Cost (S/M**3): 20.74
Disposal Method: Confined CDF Cost ($/M**3): 3.99
SAMPLE SUMMARY REPORT
Year: 1982 Dry Density (Kg/L): 1.40
Material Type: Silt Sample Type: Ponar Grab
Analytical Lab: Envirodyne Engineers - St. Louis, MO
Parameter Name Units N Mean Std Dev Minimum Maximum Median
Oil & Grease MG/G 4 .889 .753 .333 1.980 .621
Vol Solids PERCENT 4 2.378 .474 1.800 2.930 2.390
Total P MG/G 4 .381 .141 .233 .572 .359









Total PCB UG/G 4 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
Mg UG/G 4 .147 .080 .090 .260 .120
Pb UG/G 4 134.275 200.156 25.200 434.000 38.950
As UG/G 4 6.425 2.287 3.700 8.600 6.700
Cd UG/G 4 2.850 1.878 1.000 4.850 2.775
Se UG/G 0
Cu UG/G 4 29.900 4.039 25.200 33.700 30.350
Zn UG/G 4 58.050 7.964 48.500 65.700 59.000
Cr UG/G 4 23.600 3.550 20.300 28.500 22.800
Ni UG/G 4 8.438 3.063 5.500 12.200 8.025
















































































































1982 Beginning Date: - Ending Date:





1984 Beginning Date: 05/02/84 Ending Date:
Maximum Depth (Meters): 7.6
Clam Shell Bucket 4Cqu Contractor: Gillen
19570.
16.91







































































































































































































































































































































































































Total Quantity (M**3): 12157.

























































Total Quantity (M**3): 163818.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 8.05'
Disposal Method: Confined CDF Cost ($/M**3): 3.85
SAMPLE SUMMARY REPORT
Year: 1982 Dry Density (Kg/L): 1.45
Material Type: Sand Silt Sample Type: Ponar Grab
Analytical Lab: Enviromental Research Group - Ann Arbor, MI
Parameter Name Units N Mean Std Dev Minimum Maximum Median
Oil & Grease MG/G 9 1.000 1.251 .000 3.800 .900
Vol Solids PERCENT 9 3.067 .673 2.100 4.100 2.900
Total P MG/G 9 .336 .064 .220 .430 .360
TKN MG/G 9 .255 .238 .093 .870 .190
NH3 MG/G 0
PCB-1016 UG/G 2 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
PCB-1221 UG/G 5 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
PCB-1232 UG/G 5 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
PCB-1242 UG/G 5 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
PCB-1248 UG/G 2 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
PCB-1254 UG/G 5 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
PCB-1260 UG/G 5 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
Total PCB UG/G 0
Mg UG/G 9 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
Pb UG/G 5 19.200 9.392 9.000 27.000 24.000
As 06/6 6 18.167 3.430 15.000 24.000 17.500
Cd UG/G 5 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
Se UG/G 0
Cu UG/G 5 37.800 3.701 32.000 42.000 39.000
Zn UG/G 5 86.200 10.426 71.000 99.000 89.000
Cr UG/G 5 40.000 20.724 29.000 77.000 32.000
Ni UG/G 5 27.000 5.148 21.000 35.000 26.000





























Total Quantity (M**3): 3412.



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Fiscal Year: 1980 Beginning Date: 07/25/80 Ending Date:
Maximum Depth (Meters): 7.
Equipment: Clam Shell Bucket 2.5CuY Contractor: Lakeshore
Total Quantity (M**3): 29620.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 7.40
Disposal Method: Upland Lat: 464300.0 Long:
Fiscal Year: 1981 Beginning Date: 05/21/81 Ending Date:
Maximum Depth (Meters): 7.
Equipment: Hydraulic 12 Inch Contractor: C-Hay
Total Quantity (M**3): 83424.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 6.16
Disposal Method: Beach Lat: 464300.0 Long:
Fiscal Year: 1982 Beginning Date: 08/04/82 Ending Date:
1 Maximum Depth (Meters): 7.
Equipment: Hydraulic 16 Inch Contractor: Zenith
Total Quantity (M**3): 66907.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 5.29
Disposal Method: Beach Lat: 464300.0 Long:
Fiscal Year: 1983 Beginning Date: 06/27/83 Ending Date:
Maximum Depth (Meters): 7.
Equipment: Clam Shell Bucket 4 Cqu Contractor: Zenith
Total Quantity (M**3): 19731.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 9.29
Disposal Method: Beach Lat: 464300.0 Long:
Fiscal Year: 1984 Beginning Date: 05/30/84 Ending Date:
Maximum Depth (Meters):
Equipment: Hydraulic 16 Inch Contractor: Zenith
Total Quantity (M**3): 21323.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 6.29



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Maximum Depth (Meters): 2.1























































































































 DREDGING ACTIVITIES REPORT
Calendar Year: 1980 Beginning Date:
Equipment: CLAMSHELL
Total Quantity (M**3): 41,439.00




Material Type: FINE SAND,
Analytical Lab: BEAK
Parameter Name Units N
Oil & Grease UG/G 16
Vol Solids % 16






























































































Maximum Depth (Meters): 7.6














































































































































































































































































































Maximum Depth (Meters): 7.6




















































































Maximum Depth (Meters): 7.6





























































































































































































































Maximum Depth (Meters): 8.2





































































































































































































Total Quantity (M**3): 17852.





























































































































































Fiscal Year: 1983 Beginning Date: 06/01/83 Ending Date: 12/08/83
Maximum Depth (Meters): .0
Equipment: Contractor: Lakeshore
Total Quantity (M**3): 33105.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 2.97
Disposal Method: Open Lat: Long:
SAMPLE SUMMARY REPORT
Year: 1984 Dry Density (Kg/L):
Material Type: Sample Type:
Analytical Lab:























































































































































































Date: 04/01/82 Ending Date:






Date: 06/15/83 Ending Date:













Year: 1983 Dry Density (Kg/L):
Material Type: Sample Type:
Analytical Lab:
Parameter Name Units N Mean Std Dev Minimum Maximum Median
Oil & Grease MG/G 4 .285 .145 .200 .500 .220
Vol Solids PERCENT 4 .001 .000 .000 .001 .000
Total P MG/G 4 .308 .032 .280 .340 .305





PCB-1242 UG/G 4 .001 .001 .000 .002 .000
PCB-1248 UG/G 0
PCB-1254 UG/G 4 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
PCB-1260 UG/G 4 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
Total PCB UG/G 0








































































Fiscal Year: 1984 Beginning Date: -
Maximum Depth (Meters):
Equipment: Contractor: Lakeshore
Total Quantity (M**3): 11780.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 8.07
Disposal Method: Open Lat: Long:
SAMPLE SUMMARY REPORT
Year: 1982 Dry Density (Kg/L): 1.55
Material Type: Sand Clay Sample Type: Ponar Grab
Analytical Lab: Environmetal Protecttion Agency
Parameter Name Units N Mean Std Dev Minimum
Oil & Grease MG/G 5 .380 .130 .300
Vol Solids PERCENT 5 7.440 7.329 1.600
Total P Male 5 .450 .185 .320









Total PCB UG/G 0
Hg 06/6 5 .192 .064 .130
Pb UG/G 5 7.860 5.096 2.400
As UG/G 5 4.940 1.513 3.400
Cd UG/G 5 .750 .000 .750
Se UG/G 0
Cu UG/G 5 12.040 2.389 9.200
Zn UG/G 5 55.000 29.648 22.000
Cr UG/G 5 29.040 40.927 6.000
Ni 05/6 5 11.760 4.775 5.100








































Fiscal Year: 1980 Beginning Date: 04/18/80 Ending Date:
Maximum Depth (Meters): 8.
Equipment: Hopper Hydraulic 20 Inch Contractor: Gov‘t
Total Quantity (M**3): 122123.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 4.44
Disposal Method: Confined CDF Cost (S/M**3):
Fiscal Year: 1980 Beginning Date: 04/18/80 Ending Date:
Maximum Depth (Meters): 8.
Equipment: Hopper Hydraulic 20 Inch Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 10238.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 4.44
Disposal Method: Confined CDF Cost ($/M**3):









Fiscal Year: 1980 Beginning Date: ~ Ending Date:
Maximum Depth (Meters):
Equipment: Hopper Hydraulic 23 Inch Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 533854.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 1.48
Disposal Method: Confined CDF Cost ($/M**3):
Fiscal Year: 1981 Beginning Date: 04/06/81 Ending Date:
Maximum Depth (Meters): 6.
Equipment: Hopper Hydraulic 20 Inch Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 36874.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 4.06
Disposal Method: Confined CDF Cost (S/M**3):
Fiscal Year: 1981 Beginning Date: -
Maximum Depth (Meters):
Equipment: Hopper Hydraulic 20 Inch Contractor: Gov‘t
Total Quantity (M**3): 52414.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 4.06















Fiscal Year: 1981 Beginning Date: 07/08/81 Ending Date:
Maximum Depth (Meters): 6.
Equipment: Hopper Hydraulic 20 Inch Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 14827.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 4.76
Disposal Method: Confined CDF Cost ($/M**3):
Fiscal Year: 1981 Beginning Date: 07/08/81 Ending Date:
Maximum Depth (Meters): 6.
Equipment: Hopper Hydraulic 20 Inch Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 28068.
Dredging Cost (S/M**3): 4.79
Disposal Method: Confined CDF Cost (S/M**3):
Fiscal Year: 1981 Beginning Date: 08/15/81 Ending Date:
Maximum Depth (Meters): 6.
Equipment: Hopper Hydraulic 20 Inch Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 16480.
Dredging Cost (S/M**3): 5.46
Disposal Method: Confined CDF Cost ($/M**3):
Fiscal Year: 1981 Beginning Date: 08/15/81 Ending Date:
Maximum Depth (Meters): 6.
Equipment: Hopper Hydraulic 20 inch Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 43910.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 5.46
Disposal Method: Confined CDF Cost ($/M**3):
Fiscal Year: 1981 Beginning Date: 05/07/81 Ending Date:
Maximum Depth
Equipment: Hopper Hydraulic 23 inch Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 325251.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 2.74
Disposal Method: Confined CDF Cost (S/M**3):
Fiscal Year: 1982 Beginning Date: - Ending Date:
Maximum Depth (Meters): 7.






























Fiscal Year: 1982 Beginning Date: 09/10/82 Ending Date: 09/21/82
Maximum Depth (Meters): 6.7
Equipment: Hopper Hydraulic 20 Inch Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 12371.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 8.94
Disposal Method: Confined CDF Cost ($/M**3): 1.51
Fiscal Year: 1982 Beginning Date: - Ending Date: -
Maximum Depth (Meters): 7.6
Equipment: Hopper Hydraulic 23 Inch ‘Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 432609.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 2.25
Disposal Method: Confined CDF Cost ($/M**3): 1.51
Fiscal Year: 1983 Beginning Date: 06/30/83 Ending Date: 08/08/83
Maximum Depth (Meters): 6.7
Equipment: Hopper Hydraulic 20 Inch Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 65699.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 6.37
Disposal Method: Confined CDF Cost ($/M**3): .28
Fiscal Year: 1983 Beginning Date: - Ending Date: -
Maximum Depth (Meters): 7.6
Equipment: Hopper Hydraulic 23 Inch Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 629859.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 1.95
Disposal Method: Confined CDF Cost ($/M**3): 1.51
Fiscal Year: 1984 Beginning Date: 07/01/84 Ending Date: 09/23/84
Maximum Depth (Meters): 7.6
Equipment: Hopper Hydraulic Contractor: NATCO
Total Quantity (M**3): 569809.
Dredging Cost (S/M**3): 6.53
Disposal Method: Confined CDF Cost (S/M**3): 1.51
Fiscal Year: 1984 Beginning Date: 09/17/83 Ending Date: 08/12/84
Maximum Depth (Meters): .0
Equipment: Contractor: NATCO
Total Quantity (M**3): 120396.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 6.06






Year: 1983 Dry Density (Kg/L): 1.50










































































































































Fiscal Year: 1980 Beginning Date: 12/01/80 Ending Date: 04/15/81
Maximum Depth (Meters): 2.4
Equipment: Hydraulic 12 Inch Contractor: Luedtke
Total Quantity (M**3): 23264.
Dredging Cost (S/M**3): 7.20
Disposal Method: Confined CDF Cost ($/M**3): 15.51
Fiscal Year: 1980 Beginning Date: 12/01/80 Ending Date: 04/15/81
Maximum Depth (Meters): 2.4
Equipment: Clam Shell Bucket 8Cqu Contractor: Luedtke
Total Quantity (M**3): 18399.





Fiscal Year: 1981 Beginning Date: 12/01/80 Ending Date: 04/15/81
Maximum Depth (Meters): 2.4
Equipment: Clam Shell Bucket 8Cqu Contractor: Luedtke
Total Quantity (M**3): 33459.
Dredging Cost (S/M**3): 4.35
Disposal Method: Open Lat: 434700.0 Long: 833300.0
SAMPLE SUMMARY REPORT
Year: 1982 Dry Density (Kg/L): 1.50
Material Type: Sand Sample Type: Ponar Grab




































































































































Calendar Year: 1982 Beginning Date: 10/ /82 Ending Date: 11/ /82
Maximum Depth (Meters): 2.1
Equipment: CLAM AND SCOH
Total Quantity (M**3): 1,081.00 Pay Quantity (M**3): 748.00
Dredging Cost (SICMPM): 24.77









Calendar Year: 1984 Beginning Date: 02/ /84 Ending Date: 11/ /84
Maximum Depth (Meters): 1.8
Equipment: MECHANICAL
Total Quantity (M**3): 7,568.00 Pay Quantity (M**3): 6,581.00
Dredging Cost (S/CMPM): 10.02








Calendar Year: 1983 Beginning Date: 07/06/83 Ending Date: 10/08/83
Maximum Depth (Meters): 1.8
Equipment: CLAM AND SCOU
Total Quantity (M**3): 2,080.00 Pay Quantity (M**3): 1,352.00
Dredging Cost (SICMPM): 22.00
Disposal Method: OPEN Lat: Long:
SAMPLE SUMMARY REPORT
Year: 1983 Dry Density (Kg/L): 1.70
Material Type: SAND Sample Type:
Analytical Lab:
 
Parameter Name Units N Mean Std Dev Minimum Maximum Median
Oil & Grease 0
Vol Solids 0




























































Calendar Year: 1983 Beginning Date: 01/ /83 Ending Date: 05/ I83
Maximum Depth (Meters): 1.8
Equipment: CLAM AND SCOH
Total Quantity (M**3): 17,178.00 Pay Quantity (M**3): 13,978.00
Dredging Cost (S/CMPM): 4.20
Disposal Method: RE-USE Lat: Long:
SAMPLE SUMMARY REPORT
Year: 1982 Dry Density (Kg/L): 1.60
Material Type: SAND AND SILT Sample Type: GRAB AND CORES
Analytical Lab: BEAK, EC, BONDAR CLEGG
Parameter Name Units N Mean Std Dev Minimum Maximum Median
Oil & Grease 06/0 2 1085.000 318.000 860.000 1310.000 1008.500
Vol Solids 0
Total P UG/G 3 0.027 0.005 0.024 0.032 0.024
TKN 0
NH3 0
PCB UG/G 10 0.047 0.009 0.036 0.058 .045
Mg UG/G 3 0.060 1.730 0.050 0.080 0.055
Pb 06/6 10 51.500 16.530 33.000 76.000 51.000
As UG/G 10 6.400 4.630 0.000 12.000 6.500
Cd 0
Cu UG/G 10 500.200 267.500 221.000 989.000 428.500
Zn UG/G 10 144.300 54.980 86.000 231.000 136.500
Cr UG/G 10 60.700 10.070 49.000 80.000 60.000
Ni UG/G 10 65.500 22.560 40.000 104.000 61.000
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Calendar Year: 1982 Beginning Date: 10/19/82 Ending Date: 10/28/82
Maximum Depth (Meters): 2.1
Equipment: CLAM AND SCOU
Total Quantity (M**3): 4,392.00 Pay Quantity (M**3): 3,313.00
Dredging Cost ($/CMPM): 21.73
Disposal Method: OPEN Lat: 431900 Long: 814800
SAMPLE SUMMARY REPORT
Year: 1982 Dry Density (Kg/L): 1.60
Material Type: SAND Sample Type: GRAB
Analytical Lab: ENVIROCLEAN
Parameter Name Units N Mean Std Dev Minimum Maximum Median
Oil & Grease UG/G 2 450.000 200.000 310.000 590.000 450.000
Vol Solids % 2 0.630 0.028 0.610 0.650 0.630
Total P UG/G 2 130.000 0.000 130.000 130.000 130.000
TKN UG/G 2 27.500 30.000 5.000 50.000 27.500
NHS 0 '
PCB 0
H9 UG/G * 2 0.010 0.000 0.010 0.010 0.010
Pb 0
As 0
Cd UG/G * 2 1.000 0.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
Cu 0
Zn 0
Cr UG/G 2 14.000 0.000 14.000 14.000 14.000
Ni 0






Calendar Year: 1984 Beginning Date: 08/17/84 Ending Date: 12/14/84
Maximum Depth (Meters): 1.4
Equipment: CLAM AND SCOU
Total Quantity (M**3): 19,085.00 Pay Quantity (M**3): 14,561u00
Dredging Cost (S/CMPM): 14°74






















Total Quantity (M**3): 16,112.00 Pay Quantity (M**3):
Dredging Cost ($/CMPM): 13.10
Disposal Method: RE-USE Lat: Long:
SAMPLE SUMMARY REPORT
Year: 1981
Material Type: FINE SAND, SILTY CLAY Sample Type:
Analytical Lab: G.L. BIOLIMNOLOGY LAB
Parameter Name Units N Mean Std Dev Minimum







Pb UG/G 5 33.000 33.630 8.000
As UG/G * 5 12.000 16.920 1.000
Cd 0
Cu UG/G * 5 23.100 32.730 1.000
Zn UG/G 5 127.600 136.000 40.000
Cr UG/G 5 46.400 21.810 29.000






































Calendar Year: 1984 Beginning Date: 09/25/84 Ending Date: 11/23/84
Maximum Depth (Meters): 1.8
Equipment: EXCAVATOR OFF BE
Total Quantity (M**3): 25,832.00 Pay Quantity (M**3): 18,685.00
Dredging Cost (S/CMPM): 7.96
Disposal Method: RE-USE Lat: Long:
SAMPLE SUMMARY REPORT
Year: 1984 Dry Density (Kg/L): 1.50
Material Type: SAND AND SILT Sample Type: CORES AND GRABS
Analytical Lab: MCMASTER UNIVERSITY DEPT. OF GEOLOGY
















.860 6.030 15.000 32.000 24.000
3.140 1.770 0.000 11.000 3.000
19.710 17.560 1.000 40.000 12.000
36.000 9.200 26.000 73.000 34.000




























calendar Year: 1983 Beginning Date: 11/11/83 Ending Date: 08/30/84
Maximum Depth (Meters): 2.4
Equipment: CLAMSHELL
Total Quantity (M**3): 56,517.00 Pay Quantity (M**3): 42,964.00
Dredging Cost (S/CMPM): 6.55
Disposal Method: CONFINED COF Cost (SICMPM): 0.00
SAMPLE SUMMARY REPORT
Year: 1980 Dry Density (Kg/L): 1.50
Material Type: SAND, SILT, CLAY Sample Type:
Analytical Lab: BEAK
Parameter Name Units N Mean Std Dev Minimum Maximum Median
oil & Grease UG/G 2 1300.000 100.000 1200.000 1400.000 1300.000
Vol Solids x 2 1.600 0.800 1.000 2.200 1.600
Total P UG/G 2 470.000 90.000 400.000 540.000 470.000
TKN UG/G 2 215.000 130.000 120.000 310.000 215.000
NH3 0
PCB 0
H9 UG/G 2 0.005 0.002 0.004 0.007 0.005
Pb UG/G 2 0.230 4.200 20.000 26.000 0.230
As UG/G 2 2.350 0.070 2.400 2.300 2.350
Cd UG/G 2 3.800 0.700 3.300 4.300 3.800
Cu 06/0 2 12.750 6.710 8.000 17.500 12.750
Zn UG/G 2 21.150 7.840 15.600 26.700 21.150
Cr UG/G 2 9.000 2.100 7.500 10.500 9.000
Ni UG/G 2 17.000 5.600 13.000 21.000 17.000






Calendar Year: 1981 Beginning Date: 06/29/81 Ending Date: 07/19/81
Maximum Depth (Meters): 1.8
Equipment: CLAM
Total Quantity (M**3): 4,835.00 Pay Quantity (M**3): 4,835.00
Dredging Cost (s/CMPM): 8.50
Disposal Method: Re-Use Lat: Long:
SAMPLE SUMMARY REPORT
No Sampling Activities Dry Density (Kg/L): 1.50
-116-




Calendar Year: 1982 Beginning Date: 10/ /82 Ending Date: 11/ /82
Maximum Depth (Meters): 1.8
Equipment: CLAM AND SCOHS
Total Quantity (M**3): 2,680.00 Pay Quantity (M'*3): 2,050.00
Dredging Cost (S/CMPM): 17.72
Disposal Method: OPEN Lat: 431452 Long: 815457
SAMPLE SUMMARY REPORT
Year: 1982 Dry Density (Kg/L): 1.70
Material Type: SAND Sample Type: UNDISTURBED CORE
Analytical Lab: ENVIROCLEAN
Parameter Name Units N Mean Std Dev Minimum Maximum Median
Oil & Grease UG/G 3 67.000 10.000 55.000 75.000 70.000
Vol Solids X 3 1.5300 0.2510 1.3000 1.8000 1.5000
Total P UG/G 3 95.000 18.000 75.000 110.000 100.000
TKN UG/G 3 18.000 26.000 3.000 49.000 3.200
NH3 0
PCB UG/G * 3 0.010 0.000 0.010 0.010 0.010
H9 UG/G * 3 0.010 0.000 0.010 0.010 0.010
Pb UG/G 3 1.400 1.380 1.000 3.000 1.000
As 0
Cd UG/G * 3 0.500 0.000 0.500 0.500 0.500
Cu UG/G 3 5.500 1.800 4.000 7.500 5.000
Zn UG/G 3 16.930 10.900 7.800 29.000 14.000
Cr UG/G 3 21.670 4.100 17.000 25.000 23.000
Ni 0
COD UG/G 3 1827.0 1527.0 930.0 3590.0 960.0
-117-




Calendar Year: 1981 Beginning Date: 10/ /81 Ending Date: 12/ /81
Maximum Depth (Meters):
Equipment: CLAM AND SCOH
Total Quantity (M**3): 65,000.00 Pay Quantity (M**3): 65,000.00
Dredging Cost (SICMPM):
Disposal Method: OPEN Lat: Long:
SAMPLE SUMMARY REPORT
Year: 1981 Dry Density (Kg/L):
Material Type: 10% SILT&CLAY 10% VF&F SAND Sample Type:
Analytical Lab:
Parameter Name Units N Mean Std Dev Minimum Maximum
Oil & Grease 0
Vol Solids x 6.500 0.200 39.000
Total P UG/G 330.000 100.000 800.000
TKN UG/G 500.000 22000.000
NH3 0
PCB UG/G 35.700 0.000 355.000
Hg 0
Pb 0
As UG/G 1.460 0.000 17.500
Cd 0
Cu 0




Year: 1973 Dry Density (Kg/L):
Material Type: 10% SILT&CLAY 10% VF&F SAND Sample Type:
Analytical Lab:
Parameter Name Units N Mean Std Dev Minimum Maximum























Calendar Year: 1981 Beginning Date: 03/ I81 Ending Date: 07/ /81
Maximum Depth (Meters): 2.1
Equipment: MECHANXCAL
Total Quantity (M**3): 14,934.00 Pay Quantity (M**3): 14,934.00
Dredging Cost (S/CMPM): 1.08
Disposal Method: RE-USE Lat: Long:
SAMPLE SUMMARY REPORT
Year: 1980 Dry Density (Kg/L): 1.50
Material Type: SAND, CLAY, SILT Sample Type:
Analytical Lab: BEAK
Parameter Name Units N Mean Std Dev Minimum Maximum Median
236.000 167.000 110.000 427.000 172.000
3.300 1.990 2.000 5.600 2.300
500.000 200.000 290.000 670.000 400.000
500.000 300.000 80.000 780.000 700.000







































Calendar Year: 1984 Beginning Date: 07/27/84 Ending Date: 08/16/84
Maximum Depth (Meters): 1.8
Equipment: EXCVTR. OFF BERM
Total Quantity (M**3): 14,927.00 Pay Quantity (M**3): 13,501.00
Dredging Cost (S/CMPM): 9.90
Disposal Method: RE-USE Lat: Long:
SAMPLE SUMMARY REPORT
Year: 1984 Dry Density (Kg/L):
Material Type: CLASS 'B' SAND, SILT Sample Type:
Analytical Lab:
Parameter Name Units N Mean Std Dev Minimum Maximum





PCB UG/G 4 0.018 0.005 0.014 0.024


















   




Fiscal Year: 1981 Beginning Date: 07/01/81 Ending Date: 04/31/81
Maximum Depth (Meters): 2.4
Equipment: Hydraulic 12 Inch Contractor: E & E
Total Quantity (M**3): 6318.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 14.99












Maximum Depth (Meters): .0
Equipment: Contractor: NATCO
Total Quantity (M**3): 859600.
Dredging Cost (S/M**3): 6.89












Total Quantity (M**3): 157759.























Total Quantity (M**3): 108184.






















Total Quantity (M**3): 162311.





















Total Quantity (M**3): 25995.



































 Project: Detroit River
Jurisdiction: Michigan
Basin: Erie
Fiscal Year: 1981 Beginning Date: - Ending Date: -
Maximum Depth (Meters): .0
Equipment: Hopper Hydraulic 20 Inch Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 49781.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 4.14
Disposal Method: Confined CDF Cost (S/M**3):
Fiscal Year: 1981 Beginning Date: - Ending Date: °
Maximum Depth (Meters): .0
Equipment: Hopper Hydraulic 20 Inch Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 25019.
Dredging Cost (S/M**3): 5.34
Disposal Method: Confined CDF Cost (S/M**3):
Fiscal Year: 1981 Beginning Date: - Ending Date: -
Maximum Depth (Meters): .0
Equipment: Hopper Hydraulic 20 Inch Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 28812.
Dredging Cost (S/M**3): 3.45
Disposal Method: Confined CDF Cost ($/M**3):
Fiscal Year: 1982 Beginning Date: 09/29/82 Ending Date: 12/22/82
Maximum Depth (Meters): .0
Equipment: Contractor: C-Hay
Total Quantity (M**3): 26383.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 7.71
Disposal Method: Confined CDF Cost (S/M**3):
Fiscal Year: 1982 Beginning Date: - Ending Date: -
Maximum Depth (Meters): .0
Equipment: Hopper Hydraulic 20 Inch Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 4628.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 7.53
Disposal Method: Confined CDF Cost (S/M**3):
Fiscal Year: 1982 Beginning Date: - Ending Date: -
Maximum Depth (Meters): .0
Equipment: Hopper Hydraulic 20 Inch Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 119688.
Dredging Cost (S/M**3): 6.31





Fiscal Year: 1983 Beginning Date: 09/15/83 Ending Date: 04/30/84
 
Maximum Depth (Meters): .0
Equipment: Contractor: NATCD
Total Quantity (M**3): 491488.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 8.14
Disposal Method: Confined CDF Cost ($/M**3):
Fiscal Year: 1983 Beginning Date: - Ending Date: -
Maximum Depth (Meters): .0
Equipment: Hopper Hydraulic 20 Inch Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 27419.
Dredging Cost (S/M**3): 9.40




Maximum Depth (Meters): .0
Equipment: Hopper Hydraulic 20 Inch Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 20213.
Dredging Cost (S/M**3): 7.87


















































































































































Beginning Date: - Ending Date:
Maximum Depth (Meters):
Equipment: Hopper Hydraulic 20 Inch Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M*'3): 87897.
Dredging Cost <$/M**3): 4.90
Disposal Method: Confined CDF Cost ($/M**3):
Fiscal Year: 1982 Beginning Date: - Ending Date:
Maximum Depth (Meters):
Equipment: Hopper Hydraulic 23 Inch Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 60766.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 6.01
Disposal Method: Confined CDF Cost ($/M**3):





















Fiscal Year: 1980 Beginning Date: - Ending Date: -
Maximum Depth (Meters): .0
Equipment: Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 91314.
Dredging Cost (S/M**3): 2.50
Disposal Method: Confined CDF Cost (S/M**3):
Fiscal Year: 1981 Beginning Date: 1u/06/80 Ending Date: 11/23/80
Maximum Depth (Meters): 6.4
Equipment: Hopper Hydraulic 20 Inch Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 120448.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 3.37
Disposal Method: Confined CDF Cost ($/M**3): .94
Fiscal Year: 1982 Beginning Date: - Ending Date: - 1
Maximum Depth (Meters): .0 i
Equipment: Hopper Hydraulic 20 Inch Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 189664.
Dredging Cost (S/M**3): 3.13
Disposal Method: Confined CDF Cost ($/M**3):
Fiscal Year: 1983 Beginning Date: 10/14/83 Ending Date: 11/09/83
Maximum Depth (Meters): 6.4
Equipment: Hopper Hydraulic 20 Inch Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 89635.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 2.61
Disposal Method: Confined CDF Cost (S/M**3): .76
Fiscal Year: 1984 Beginning Date: 10/06/84 Ending Date: 12/01/84
Maximum Depth (Meters): .0
Equipment: Contractor: E & E Const
Total Quantity (M**3): 10871. 3
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 13.80
Disposal Method: Confined CDF Cost (S/M**3):
Fiscal Year: 1984 Beginning Date: - Ending Date: -
Maximum Depth (Meters): .0
Equipment: Hopper Hydraulic 20 Inch Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 64180.
Dredging Cost (S/M**3): 6.13


























































































































































































































































































































































































Material Type: Silt Clay
Analytical Lab:
Parameter Name Units












































































































































































Fiscal Year: 1980 Beginning Date: - Ending Date: -
Maximum Depth (Meters): 7.6
Equipment: Hopper Hydraulic 20 Inch Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 90216.
Dredging Cost (S/M**3): 5.38
Disposal Method: Confined CDF Cost ($/M**3): 11.53
Fiscal Year: 1981 Beginning Date: 04/09/81 Ending Date: 07/08/81
Maximum Depth (Meters): 7.6
Equipment: Hopper Hydraulic 20 Inch Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 88344.
Dredging Cost (S/M**3): 5.62
Disposal Method: Confined CDF Cost ($/M**3): 11.53
Fiscal Year: 1983 Beginning Date: - Ending Date: -
Maximum Depth (Meters): 7.6
Equipment: Clam Shell Bucket 8Cqu Contractor: Luedtke
Total Quantity (M**3): 33878.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 9.60
Disposal Method: Confined CDF Cost ($/M**3): 11.53
Fiscal Year: 1983 Beginning Date: 09/11/83 Ending Date: 09/30/83
Maximum Depth (Meters): 7.6
Equipment: Hopper Hydraulic 20 Inch Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 22937.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 8.28
Disposal Method: Confined CDF Cost ($/M**3): 2.42
Fiscal Year: 1984 Beginning Date: 06/22/84 Ending Date: 07/28/84
Maximum Depth (Meters): 7.6
Equipment: Clam Shell Bucket 8Cqu Contractor: Dunbar
Total Quantity (M**3): 38876.
Dredging Cost (S/M**3): 14.08





























































































































































































Fiscal Year: 1980 Beginning Date: - Ending Date:
Maximum Depth (Meters):
Equipment: Hopper Hydraulic 20 Inch Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 16878.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 6.00
Disposal Method: Confined CDF Cost (S/M**3):
Fiscal Year: 1981 Beginning Date: - Ending Date:
Maximum Depth (Meters):
Equipment: Hopper Hydraulic 20 Inch Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 21175.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 7.86
Disposal Method: Confined CDF Cost (S/M**3):
Fiscal Year: 1982 Beginning Date: - ' Ending Date:
Maximum Depth (Meters):
Equipment: Hopper Hydraulic 20 Inch Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 28720.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 6.03
Disposal Method: Confined CDF Cost (3/M**3):
Fiscal Year: 1983 Beginning Date: - Ending Date:
Maximum Depth (Meters):
Equipment: Hopper Hydraulic 20 Inch Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): S9789.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 8.32
Disposal Method: Confined CDF Cost ($/M**3):
Fiscal Year: 1983 Beginning Date: - Ending Date:
Maximum Depth (Meters):
Equipment: Hopper Hydraulic 23 Inch Contractor: Gov‘t
Total Quantity (M**3): 21999.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 2.93
Disposal Method: Open Lat: Long:
Fiscal Year: 1984 Beginning Date: - Ending Date:
Maximum Depth (Meters):
Equipment: Hopper Hydraulic 23 Inch Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 54892.
Dredging Cost ($/M**3): 3.53
































































































































































































































































































































Location: River & Ship Canal
Equipment: Hoffman
Total Quantity (M**3):






Fiscal Year: 1980 Beginning Date: 08/20/80
Location: River & Ship Canal
Equipment: Hoffman
Total Quantity (M**3):







Equipment: Hoffman Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 101431.





Location: River & ship Canal
Equipment: Hoffman
Total Quantity (M**3):








Maximum Depth (Meters): 9.
Ending Date:
Maximum Depth (Meters): 9.
Ending Date:
Maximum Depth (Meters): 9.
Ending Date:
Maximum Depth (Meters): 9.
Ending Date:
Maximum Depth (Meters): 9.
Ending Date:










































Fiscal Year: 1984 Beginning Date: 05/03/84 Ending Date:
Location: Harbor Maximum Depth (Meters): 9.
Equipment: Hopper Contractor: NATCO
Total Quantity (M**3): 26727.
Total Cost ($/M**3): 6.85
Disposal Method: Confined CDF Cost ($/M**3):
Fiscal Year: 1984 Beginning Date: 05/03/84 Ending Date:
Location: Harbor Maximum Depth (Meters): 9.
Equipment: Hopper Contractor: NATCO
Total Quantity (M**3): 51570.
Total Cost ($/M**3): 6.33
Disposal Method: Confined CDF Cost ($/M**3):
SAMPLE SUMMARY REPORT
Year: 1983 Dry Density (Kg/L):
Material Type: Sample Type:
Analytical Lab:
Parameter Name Units N Mean Std Dev Minimum
Vol Solids PERCENT 7 2.359 1.007 1.029
Oil & Grease MG/G 7 .599 .597 .163
Total P MG/G 0
TKN MG/G 0
NH3 MG/G 0
PCB-1221 UG/G 7 .100 .000 .100
PCB-1232 UG/G 7 .100 .000 .100
PCB-1242 UG/G 7 .100 .000 .100
PCB-1248 UG/G 7 .100 .000 .100
PCB-1254 UG/G 7 .100 .000 .100
PCB-1260 UG/G 7 .100 .000 .100
PCB-1016 UG/G 0
Total PCB UG/G 0
Hg UG/G 7 .271 .170 .100
Pb UG/G 7 43.410 53.752 4.000
As 05/6 7 4.827 2.674 1.800
Cd UG/G 7 .743 .513 .200
Cu UG/G 7 32.426 25.231 2.000
Zn UG/G 7 163.656 127.364 35.990
Cr UG/G 7 20.277 10.294 10.990




































































Fiscal Year: 1983 Beginning Date: 08/20/83 Ending Date: 08/31/83
Location: Harbor Channel Maximum Depth (Meters): 5.2
Equipment: Clamshell Contractor: Marine Con Corp
Total Quantity (M**3): 8805.
Total Cost ($/M**3): 14.21









Fiscal Year: 1980 Beginning Date: 11/17/80 Ending Date: 12/23/80
Location: Harbor 1 Maximum Depth (Meters): 9.1
Equipment: Hoffman Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 95570.
Total Cost ($/M**3): 2.25
Disposal Method: Open Lat: 415700.0 Long: 804700.0
Fiscal Year: 1981 Beginning Date: 08/80/81 Ending Date: 09/03/81
Location: Harbor Channel Maximum Depth (Meters): 9.1
Equipment: Hopper Contractor: MATCO
Total Quantity (M**3): 87662.
Total Cost ($/M**3): 2.16
Disposal Method: Open Lat: 415700.0 Long: 804700.0
Fiscal Year: 1983 Beginning Date: 07/15/83 Ending Date: 09/15/83
Location: Harbor Channel Maximum Depth (Meters): 9.1
Equipment: Bucket Contractor: Dunbar & Sullivan
Total Quantity (M**3): 74356.
Total Cost (S/M**3): 4.27






Year: 1982 Dry Density (Kg/L):
Material Type: Sample Type:
Analytical Lab:
 
Parameter Name Units N Mean Std Dev Minimum Maximum Median
Vol Solids PERCENT 0
Oil & Grease MG/G 0
Total P MG/G 0
TKN MG/G 0
NH3 MG/G 0
PCB-1221 UG/G 5 2.880 1.962 1.200 5.999 3.000
PCB=1232 UG/G 5 2.880 1.962 1.200 5.999 3.000
P0801242 UG/G 5 51.194 44.305 10.990 120.000 30.990
PCB~1248 UG/G 5 2.880 1.962 1.200 5.999 3.000
PCB-1254 UG/G 5 2.880 1.962 1.200 5.999 3.000
PCB-1260 UG/G 5 2.880 1.962 1.200 5.999 3.000
PCB-1016 UG/G 0
Total PCB UG/G 0
Mg UG/G 5 2.820 1.322 1.700 4.700 2.200
Pb UG/G 5 74.996 14.884 55.990 89.000 79.000
As UG/G 5 36.996 15.408 20.000 55.990 38.990
Cd UG/G 5 6.599 2.302 3.000 8.999 7.000
Cu UG/G 5 50.792 16.547 33.990 69.000 49.990
Zn UG/G 5 180.920 56.488 138.000 277.900 171.900
Cr UG/G 5 315.918 253.137 63.990 628.900 213.900
Ni UG/C 5 42.392 11.843 27.990 54.990 45.990
COD MG/G 0
Year: 1983 Dry Density (Kg/L):




















































































































































Year: 1984 Dry Density (Kg/L): .57
Material Type: silty Clay Sample Type: Grab, Ponar
Analytical Lab: Aquatech Environmental Consultants, Melmore, 0H
Parameter Name Units N Mean Std Dev Minimum Maximum Median
Vol Solids PERCENT 10 3.899 1.620 2.679 7.200 3.145
Oil & Grease "0/0 13 .447 .288 .000 .940 .512
Total P MG/G 13 .585 .170 .434 .870 .508
TKN MG/G 13 .936 .594 .220 2.379 .974
NH3 "0/0 13 .071 .079 .001 .304 .058
PCB-1221 UG/G 10 .100 .000 .100 .100 .100
PCB-1232 UG/G 10 .100 .000 .100 .100 .100
PCB-1242 UG/G 10 .100 .000 .100 .100 .100
PCB-1248 00/6 10 .361 .214 .170 .810 .340
PCB-1254 UG/G 10 .100 .000 .100 .100 .100
PCB-1260 UG/G 10 .100 .000 .100 .100 .100
PCB-1016 UG/G 0
Total PCB UG/G 0
Mg UG/G 10 .260 .126 .100 .500 .250
Pb 00/0 10 24.793 8.675 12.990 37.990 27.495
As UG/G 10 13.482 1.957 10.000 15.390 13.990
Cd UG/G 10 2.000 .667 1.000 3.000 2.000
Cu UG/G 10 34.493 4.006 27.000 40.000 35.490
































Fiscal Year: 1980 Beginning Date: 03/26/80
Location: Harbor Maximum Depth (Meters): 8.
Equipment: Lyman Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 29803.
Total Cost ($/M**3): 5.76
Disposal Method: Confined CDF Cost ($/M**3):
Fiscal Year: 1980 Beginning Date: 03/26/80
Equipment: Clamshell Contractor: Great Lakes
Total Quantity (M**3): 254730.
Total Cost ($/M**3): 8.23











Fiscal Year: 1981 Beginning Date: 09/10/80
Equipment: Clamshell Contractor: Luedtke
Total Quantity (M**3): 104857.
Total Cost ($/M'*3): 11.74
Disposal Method: Confined CDF Cost ($/M**3):
Fiscal Year: 1981 Beginning Date: 09/10/80
Equipment: Clamshell Contractor: Leudtke
Total Quantity (M**3): 126230.
Total Cost (S/M**3): 11.00
Disposal Method: Confined CDF Cost ($/M**3):
—142—
Ending Date:
Maximum Depth (Meters): 8.
Ending Date:
Ending Date:
Location: Cuyahoga & Old River Maximum Depth (Meters): 8.
Ending Date:
Maximum Depth (Meters): 8.
Ending Date:
Location: Cuyahoga & Old River Maximum Depth (Meters): 8.
Ending Date:




























Fiscal Year: 1982 Beginning Date: 03/25/82 Ending Date: 12/17/82
Location: Harbor Maximum Depth (Meters): 8.8
Equipment: Clamshell Contractor: Great Lakes
Total Quantity (M**3): 40055.
Total Cost ($/M’*3): 6.20
Disposal Method: Confined CDF Cost ($/M**3): 3.87
Fiscal Year: 1982 Beginning Date: 03/25/82 Ending Date: 09/25/82
Location: Cuyahoga & Old River Maximum Depth (Meters): 8.8
Equipment: Clamshell Contractor: Great Lakes
Total Quantity (M**3): 362669.
Total Cost ($/M**3): 8.36
Disposal Method: Confined CDF Cost (S/M**3): 3.87
Fiscal Year: 1983 Beginning Date: 10/20/82 Ending Date: 10/31/83
Location: Cuyahoga & Old River Maximum Depth (Meters): 8.8
Equipment: clamshell Contractor: Great Lakes
Total Quantity (M**3): 86969.
Total Cost (S/M**3): 11.92
Disposal Method: Confined CDF Cost ($/M**3): 3.87
Fiscal Year: 1983 Beginning Date: 10/20/82 Ending Date: 10/31/83
Location: Cuyahoga & Old River Maximum Depth (Meters): 8.8
Equipment: clamshell Contractor: Great Lakes
Total Quantity (M**3): 251177.
Total Cost (S/M**3): 9.74
Disposal Method: Confined CDF Cost (S/M**3): 3.87
Fiscal Year: 1984 Beginning Date: 04/17/84 Ending Date: 09/30/84
Location: Harbor Maximum Depth (Meters): 8.8
Equipment: clamshell Contractor: Dunbar & Sullivan
Total Quantity (M**3): 108751.
Total Cost ($/M**3): 6.25
Disposal Method: Confined CDF Cost ($/M**3): 3.87
Fiscal Year: 1984 Beginning Date: 04/17/84 Ending Date: 09/30/84
Location: Cuyahoga & Old River Maximum Depth (Meters): 8.8
Equipment: Clamshell Contractor: Dunbar & Sullivan
Total Quantity (M**3): 252848.
Total Cost ($/M**3): 8.47





Fiscal Year: 1984 Beginning Date: 04/17/84 Ending Date: 09/30/84
Location: East Entrance Maximum Depth (Meters): 8.8
Equipment: Clamshell Contractor: Dunbar & Sullivan
Total Quantity (M**3): 7921.
Total Cost ($/M**3): 6.54
Disposal Method: Confined CDF Cost ($/M**3): 3.87
SAMPLE SUMMARY REPORT
Year: 1983 Dry Density (Kg/L): .72
Material Type: Silty Sand Sample Type: Grab, Ponar
Analytical Lab: Aquatech Environmental Consultants
Parameter Name Units N Mean Std Dev Minimum Maximum Median
Vol Solids PERCENT 6 3.646 1.545 1.389 5.509 4.039
oil & Grease MG/G 6 1.602 1.325 .135 3.239 1.469
Total P MG/G 6 .624 .209 .440 .997 .589
TKN MG/G 6 .537 .318 .234 .970 .469








Total PCB UG/G 0
H9 UG/G 6 .143 .082 .050 .230 .140
Pb UG/G 6 95.932 24.813 57.990 117.900 106.400
As UG/G 6 7.100 4.238 2.000 14.300 6.350
Cd UG/G 6 6.033 2.587 2.799 9.099 5.949
Cu UG/G 6 170.433 53.368 94.000 249.900 173.900
Zn UG/G 6 490.750 115.969 349.900 626.000 495.900
Cr UG/G 6 18.993 8.594 9.199 28.990 18.990
Ni UG/G 6 48.158 16.299 22.000 65.990 53.490








Fiscal Year: 1980 Beginning Date: 07/16/80 Ending Date: 07/30/80
Location: Harbor Maximum Depth (Meters): 8.8
Equipment: Lyman Contractor: Gov‘t
Total Quantity (M**3): 28024.
Total Cost ($/M**3): 3.95
Disposal Method: Open Lat: 420300.0 Long: 803700.0
Fiscal Year: 1980 Beginning Date: 11/26/80 Ending Date: 12/22/80
Location: Harbor Maximum Depth (Meters): 8.8
Equipment: Lyman Contractor: Gov‘t
Total Quantity (M**3): 34405.
Total Cost (S/M**3): 4.63
Disposal Method: Open Lat: 420300.0 Long: 803700.0
Fiscal Year: 1981 Beginning Date: 10/15/81 Ending Date: 10/22/81
Location: Harbor Channel Maximum Depth (Meters): 8.8
Equipment: Hopper Contractor: HATCO
Total Quantity (M**3): 84892.
Total Cost (S/M**3): 2.79
Disposal Method: Open Lat: 420300.0 Long: 803700.0
Fiscal Year: 1982 Beginning Date: 07/12/82 Ending Date: 07/26/82
Location: Harbor Channel Maximum Depth (Meters): 8.8
Equipment: Hopper Contractor: NATCO
Total Quantity (M**3): 42815.
Total Cost ($/M**3): 4.10
Disposal Method: Open Lat: 420300.0 Long: 803700.0
Fiscal Year: 1983 Beginning Date: 08/03/83 Ending Date: 09/15/83
Location: Harbor Channel Maximum Depth (Meters): 8.8
Equipment: Bucket Contractor: Dunbar & Sullivan
Total Quantity (M‘*3): 60242.
Total Cost ($/M**3): 4.31
Disposal Method: Open Lat: 420300.0 Long: 803700.0
Fiscal Year: 1983 Beginning Date: 08/03/83 Ending Date: 09/16/83
Location: Municipal Pier Acc Maximum Depth (Meters): 8.8
Equipment: Bucket Contractor: Dunbar & Sullivan
Total Quantity (M**3): 48959.
Total Cost ($/M**3): 5.75





Fiscal Year: 1984 Beginning Date: 08/08/84 Ending Date: 08/20/84
Location: Harbor Channel Maximum Depth (Meters): 8.8
Equipment: Bucket Contractor: Dunbar & Sullivan
Total Quantity (M**3): 29678. .
Total Cost ($/M**3): 3.64
Disposal Method: Open Lat: 420300.0 Long: 803700.0
SAMPLE SUMMARY REPORT
Year: 1980 Dry Density (Kg/L): .64
Material Type: Silty Clay Sample Type: Grab, Ponar
Analytical Lab: Ecology and Environment
Parameter Name Units N Mean Std Dev Minimum Maximum Median
1 Vol Solids PERCENT 33 3.793 1.146 1.480 6.480 3.420
g Oil & Grease MG/G 33 3.336 6.483 .185 25.953 .729
g Total P MG/G 33 .675 .200 .345 1.177 .645
1 TKN MG/G 33 .236 .134 .039 .698 .217





PCB-1254 UG/G 33 .000 .000 .000 .001 .000
PC8-1260 UG/G 0
PC8-1016 UG/G 0
1 Total PCB UG/G 0
3 Mg 00/0 31 .096 .041 .045 .188 .074
E Pb UG/G 33 21.873 7.680 13.300 46.300 20.700
1 As UG/G 33 17.218 2.491 11.400 21.600 17.600
Cd UG/G 33 5.491 10.625 .300 54.400 1.400
Cu UG/G 33 29.030 4.476 22.000 43.000 28.000
Zn 06/6 33 139.194 57.949 22.600 317.000 119.000
Cr 06/6 33 28.333 11.160 20.000 67.000 24.000
Ni UG/G 33 36.970 5.860 28.800 55.000 35.900





Fiscal Year: 1980 Beginning Date: 05/25/80 Ending Date:
Location: Harbor Channel Maximum Depth (Meters): 8.
Equipment: Clamshell Contractor: Luedtke
Total Quantity (M**3): 31344.
Total Cost ($/M**3): 11.01
Disposal Method: Open Lat: 414900.0 Long:
Fiscal Year: 1980 Beginning Date: 04/10/80 Ending Date:
Location: Harbor Maximum Depth (Meters): 8.
Equipment: Hoffman Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 6499.
Total Cost ($/M**3): 7.94
Disposal Method: Open Lat: 414900.0 Long:
Fiscal Year: 1981 Beginning Date: 08/05/81 Ending Date:
Location: Harbor Channel Maximum Depth (Meters): 8.
Equipment: Hopper Contractor: NATCO
Total Quantity (M**3): 42127.
Total Cost ($/M**3): 4.43
Disposal Method: Open Lat: 414900.0 Long:
Fiscal Year: 1981 Beginning Date: 11/25/81 Ending Date:
Location: Harbor Maximum Depth (Meters): 8.
Equipment: Hoffman Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 30965.
Total Cost ($/M**3): 6.33
Disposal Method: Open Lat: 414900.0 Long:
Fiscal Year: 1981 Beginning Date: 03/30/81 Ending Date:
Location: Harbor Maximum Depth (Meters): 8.
Equipment: Lyman Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 6842.








Location: Harbor Channel Maximum Depth (Meters): 8.
Equipment: Clamshell Contractor: Great Lakes
Total Quantity (M**3): 47496.



























Fiscal Year: 1982 Beginning Date: 03/25/82 Ending Date: 03/31/82
Location: Harbor Maximum Depth (Meters): 8.5
Equipment: Markham Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 12249.
Total Cost (S/M**3): 7.98
Disposal Method: Open Lat: 414900.0 Long: 811600.0
Fiscal Year: 1983 Beginning Date: 03/23/83 Ending Date: 04/01/83
Location: Harbor Maximum Depth (Meters): 8.5
Equipment: Markham Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 26358.
Total Cost ($/M**3): 6.53
Disposal Method: Open Lat: 414900.0 Long: 811600.0
Fiscal Year: 1984 Beginning Date: 08/08/84 Ending Date: 08/24/84
Location: Entrance Channel Maximum Depth (Meters): 8.5
Equipment: Bucket Contractor: Dunbar & Sullivan
Total Quantity (M**3): 29526.
Total Cost ($/M**3): 3.79
Disposal Method: Re-use Lat: 414900.0 Long: 811600.0
Fiscal Year: 1984 Beginning Date: 08/08/84 Ending Date: 08/20/84
Location: Grand River Channel Maximum Depth (Meters): 8.5
Equipment: Bucket Contractor: Dunbar & Sullivan
Total Quantity (M**3): 70366.
Total Cost (S/M**3): 4.82






Year: 1981 Dry Density (Kg/L): .56
Material Type: Sandy Clay Sample Type: Grab, Ponar
Analytical Lab: Hadsuorth Testing Laboratory
Parameter Mame Units M Mean Std Dev Minimum Maximum Median
Vol Solids PERCENT 31 2.603 .266 2.040 3.110 2.630
Oil & Grease MG/G 31 .000 .000 .000 .001 .000
Total P MG/G 31 .263 .171 .048 .680 .220
TKN MG/G 31 .302 .229 .068 1.200 .230
MH3 MG/G 31 .115 .068 .001 .320 .120
PCB-1221 UG/G 0 ~
PCB-1232 UG/G 0





Total PCB UG/G 0
H9 UG/G 0
Pb 06/0 31 36.258 3.907 30.000 43.000 37.000
As UG/G 31 9.983 1.825 6.500 13.800 9.620
Cd‘ UG/G 31 1.612 .783 .500 3.000 1.500
Cu UG/G 31 20.226 5.352 13.000 30.000 19.000
Zn UG/G 31 119.581 19.486 68.000 150.000 120.000
Cr UG/G 31 42.161 8.319 22.000 68.000 41.000
Ni UG/G 31 34.258 6.918 23.000 65.000 33.000
































































Total Quantity (M**3): 89568.





























































Total Quantity (M**3): 29138.





























































Total Quantity (M‘*3): 60663.

















































Fiscal Year: 1981 Beginning Date: 06/05/81
Location: Harbor Channel Maximum Depth (Meters):
Ending Date:
8.
Equipment: Hopper Contractor: HATCO
Total Quantity (M**3): 26146.
Total Cost ($/M**3): 2.88
Disposal Method: Open Lat: 41280.0 Long:
Fiscal Year: 1982 Beginning Date: 06/29/82 Ending Date:
Location: Harbor Maximum Depth (Meters): 8.






























Fiscal Year: 1983 Beginning Date: 06/16/83 Ending Date: 08/26/83
Location: Harbor Maximum Depth (Meters): 8.8
Equipment: Hopper Contractor: NATCO
Total Quantity (M**3): 68654.
Total Cost (S/M**3): 5.23
Disposal Method: Confined CDF Cost (S/M**3): 2.02
Fiscal Year: 1983 Beginning Date: 06/16/83 Ending Date: 08/26/83
Location: Harbor Channel Maximum Depth (Meters): 8.8
Equipment: Hopper ' Contractor: NATCO
Total Quantity (M**3): 10569.
Total Cost ($/M**3): 2.49
Disposal Method: Open Lat: 41280.0 Long: 823200.0
Fiscal Year: 1984 Beginning Date: 07/05/84 Ending Date: 09/11/84
Location: Harbor Maximum Depth (Meters): 8.8
Equipment: Hopper Contractor: HATCO
Total Quantity (M**3): 127190.
Total Cost ($/M**3): 4.42
Disposal Method: Confined CDF Cost ($/M**3): 2.02
Fiscal Year: 1984 Beginning Date: 07/05/84 Ending Date: 09/11/84
Location: Harbor Channel Maximum Depth (Meters): 8.8
Equipment: Hopper Contractor: HATCO
Total Quantity (M**3): 68305.
Total Cost (S/M**3): 1.80






Fiscal Year: 1980 Beginning Date: 07/30/80 Ending Date: 08/20/80
Location: Harbor Maximum Depth (Meters): 8.5
Equipment: Hoffman Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 48001.
Total Cost (S/M**3): 3.52
Disposal Method: Confined CDF Cost (S/M**3): 3.64
Fiscal Year: 1981 Beginning Date: 03/30/81 Ending Date: 04/09/81
Location: Harbor Maximum Depth (Meters): 8.5
Equipment: Hoffman Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 19099.
-Total Cost ($/M**3): 3.84
Disposal Method: Confined CDF Cost (S/M**3): 3.64
Fiscal Year: 1981 Beginning Date: 06/23/81 Ending Date: 07/31/81
Location: Harbor Maximum Depth (Meters): 8.5
Equipment: Lyman Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 57342.
Total Cost (S/M**3): 4.46
Disposal Method: Confined CDF Cost ($/M**3): 3.64
Fiscal Year: 1982 Beginning Date: 07/01/82 Ending Date: 08/10/82
Location: Harbor Channel Maximum Depth (Meters): 8.5
Equipment: Hopper Contractor: NATCO
Total Quantity (M**3): 81146.
Total Cost ($/M**3): 4.42
Disposal Method: Confined CDF Cost ($/M**3): 3.64
Fiscal Year: 1983 Beginning Date: 03/18/83 Ending Date: 04/21/83
Location: Harbor Channel Maximum Depth (Meters): 8.5
Equipment: Clamshell Contractor: Luedtke
Total Quantity (M**3): 83763.
Total Cost ($/M**3): 7.38
Disposal Method: Confined CDF Cost ($/M**3): 3.64
Fiscal Year: 1984 Beginning Date: 08/31/84 Ending Date: 10/20/84
Location: Harbor Channel Maximum Depth (Meters): 8.5
Equipment: Clamshell Contractor: Great Lakes
Total Quantity (M**3): 92596.
Total Cost ($/M**3): 5.34


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Year: 1981 Dry Density (Kg/L): .50
Material Type: silty Sand Sample Type: Grab, Ponar
Analytical Lab: Wadsworth Testing Laboratory
 
























































































































Fiscal Year: 1980 Beginning Date: 09/10/80 Ending Date:
Location: Harbor Maximum Depth (Meters): 7.
Equipment: Markham Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 60694.
Total Cost ($/M**3): 4.72
Disposal Method: Open Lat: 413300.0 Long:
Fiscal Year: 1981 Beginning Date: 09/02/81 Ending Date:
Location: Harbor Channel Maximum Depth (Meters): 7.
Equipment: Hopper Contractor: NATCO
Total Quantity (M**3): 220542.
Total Cost ($/M**3): 1.95
Disposal Method: Open Lat: 413300.0 Long:
Fiscal Year: 1982 Beginning Date: 07/19/82 Ending Date:
Location: Harbor Maximum Depth (Meters): 7.
Equipment: Markham Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 108485.
Total Cost ($/M**3): 3.24
Disposal Method: Open Lat: 413300.0 Long:
Fiscal Year: 1983 Beginning Date: 04/25/83 Ending Date:
Location: Harbor Maximum Depth (Meters): 7.
Equipment: Markham Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 9697.
Total Cost ($/M**3): 3.57
Disposal Method: Open Lat: 413300.0 Long:
Fiscal Year: 1983 Beginning Date: 06/19/83 Ending Date:
Location: Harbor Maximum Depth (Meters): 7.
Equipment: Markham Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 234447.
Total Cost ($/M**3): 2.55
Disposal Method: Open Lat: 413300.0 Long:
Fiscal Year: 1984 Beginning Date: 05/05/84 Ending Date:
Location: Harbor Channel Maximum Depth (Meters): 7.
Equipment: Hopper Contractor: NATCO
Total Quantity (M**3): 108575.
Total Cost ($/M**3): 3.62


























Fiscal Year: 1980 Beginning Date: 10/05/80 Ending Date:
Location: Harbor Maximum Depth (Meters): 8.
Equipment: Lyman Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 38293.
Total Cost ($/M**3): 9.02
Disposal Method: Open Lat: 414800.0 Long:
Fiscal Year: 1980 Beginning Date: 04/15/80 Ending Date:
Location: Harbor Maximum Depth (Meters): 8.
Equipment: Markham Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 496753.
Total Cost ($/M**3): 2.19
Disposal Method: Open Lat: A14800.0 Long:
Fiscal Year: 1980 Beginning Date: 08/19/80 Ending Date:
Location: Harbor Maximum Depth (Meters): 8.
Equipment: Markham Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 91415.
Total Cost (S/M**3): 2.86
Disposal Method: Open Lat: 414800.0 Long:
Fiscal Year: 1980 Beginning Date: 10/01/80 Ending Date:
Location: Harbor Maximum Depth (Meters): 8.
Equipment: Markham Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 29450.
Total Cost (S/M**3): 4.79
Disposal Method: Open Lat: 414800.0 Long:
Fiscal Year: 1980 Beginning Date: 12/18/80 Ending Date:
Location: Harbor Maximum Depth (Meters): 8.
Equipment: Markham Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 1529.
Total Cost ($/M**3): 29.59
Disposal Method: Open Lat: 414800.0 Long:
Fiscal Year: 1981 Beginning Date: 08/05/81 Ending Date:
Location: Harbor Maximum Depth (Meters): 8.
Equipment: Hoffman Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 33587.
Total Cost ($/M**3): 2.98























Fiscal Year: 1981 Beginning Date: 09/29/81 Ending Date:
Location: Harbor Maximum Depth (Meters): 8.
Equipment: Lyman Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 131449.
Total Cost ($/M**3): 4.15
Disposal Method: Open Lat: 414800.0 Long:
Fiscal Year: 1981 Beginning Date: 03/23/81 Ending Date:
Location: Harbor Maximum Depth (Meters): 8.
Equipment: Markham Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 169260.
Total Cost (S/M**3): 3.46
Disposal Method: Open Lat: 414800.0 Long:
Fiscal Year: 1981 Beginning Date: 08/12/81 Ending Date:
Location: Harbor Maximum Depth (Meters): 8.
Equipment: Markham Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 429953.
Total Cost (S/M**3): 1.64
Disposal Method: Open Lat: 414800.0 Long:
Fiscal Year: 1982 Beginning Date: 08/10/82 Ending Date:






Total Cost ($/M**3): 7.
Disposal Method: Confined CDF Cost (S/M**3):
Fiscal Year: 1982 Beginning Date: 09/13/82 Ending Date:
Location: Outer Harbor Maximum Depth (Meters): 8.
Equipment: Hopper Contractor: NATCO
Total Quantity (M**3): 129867.
Total Cost ($/M**3): 4.49
Disposal Method: Confined CDF Cost ($/M**3):
Fiscal Year: 1982 Beginning Date: 03/31/82 Ending Date:
Location: Harbor Maximum Depth (Meters): 8.
Equipment: Markham Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 653660.
Total Cost ($/M**3): 2.43
























Fiscal Year: 1982 Beginning Date: 12/09/82 Ending Date: 12/20/82
Location: Harbor Maximum Depth (Meters): 8.5
Equipment: Markham Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 46092.
Total Cost (S/M**3): 3.35
Disposal Method: Confined CDF Cost ($/M**3): 1.35
Fiscal Year: 1983 Beginning Date: 07/25/83 Ending Date: 10/25/83
Location: Outer Harbor Channel Maximum Depth (Meters): 8.5
Equipment: Clamshell Contractor: Great Lakes
Total Quantity (M**3): 205417.
Total Cost ($/M**3): 5.70
Disposal Method: Confined CDF Cost (S/M**3): 1.35
Fiscal Year: 1983 Beginning Date: 04/01/83 Ending Date: 06/19/83
Location: Harbor Maximum Depth (Meters): 8.5
Equipment: Markham Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 482641.
Total Cost ($/M**3): 2.13
Disposal Method: Confined CDF Cost ($/M**3): 1.35
Fiscal Year: 1984 Beginning Date: 04/17/84 Ending Date: 07/04/84
Location: Outer Channel Maximum Depth (Meters): 8.5
Equipment: Bucket Contractor: NATCO
Total Quantity (M**3): 210414.
Total Cost ($/M**3): 5.25
Disposal Method: Confined CDF Cost ($/M**3): 1.35
Fiscal Year: 1984 Beginning Date: 04/17/84 Ending Date: 07/04/84
Location: Outer Channel Maximum Depth (Meters): 8.5
Equipment: Hopper Contractor: NATCO
Total Quantity (M**3): 144975.
Total Cost (S/M**3): 6.43
Disposal Method: Confined CDF Cost ($/M**3): 1.35
Fiscal Year: 1984 Beginning Date: 06/30/84 Ending Date: 11/26/84
Location: Harbor Channel Maximum Depth (Meters): 8.5
Equipment: Pipeline Contractor: Canonie
Total Quantity (M**3): 345135.
Total Cost (S/M**3): 5.00





























































































































































































































Year: 1981 Dry Density (Kg/L): .51
Material Type: silty Sand Sample Type: Grab, Ponar
Analytical Lab: Hadsuorth Testing Laboratory
 
Parameter Name Units N Mean Std Dev Minimum Maximum Median
Vol Solids PERCENT 7 8217.484 21731.550 3.110 57500.000 3.600
oil & Grease MG/G 8 .000 .000 .000 .001 .000
Total P MG/G 8 .810 .410 .000 1.250 .895
TKN MG/G 8 1.039 .980 .004 3.080 1.077
NH3 MG/G 8 .271 .183 .001 .580 .258
PCB-1221 UG/G 0
PCB-1232 UG/G 0















As UG/G 7 9.709 1.305 8.450 11.900 9.620






























































































































































































Equipment: Lyman Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 62818.















Total Quantity (M**3): 128653.









































































































































































































Total Quantity (M**3): 32,163.00









Parameter Name Units N Mean
Oil & Grease 06/6 3 1550.000 1
Vol Solids Z 3 3.670
Total P UG/G 3 630.000
TKN UG/G 3 750.000
NH3 0
PCB 0
Hg 00/0 3 0.240
Pb UG/G * 3 16.000
As 0
Cd 0
Cu UG/G 3 24.300
Zn UG/G 3 78.000
Cr UG/G 3 33.300
Ni UG/G * 3 33.300


















































































Calendar Year: 1980 Beginning Date: 09/19/80 Ending Date: 12/19/80
Maximum Depth (Meters): 5.5
Equipment: CLAM AND SCOH
Total Quantity (M**3): 31,080.00 Pay Quantity (M**3): 28,941.00
Dredging Cost (S/CMPM): 4.97
Disposal Method: OPEN Lat: 420100 Long: 824212
SAMPLE SUMMARY REPORT
Year: 1980 Dry Density (Kg/L): 1.70
Material Type: FINE TO VERY FINE SAND, CLAY Sample Type:
Analytical Lab: BEAK
Parameter Name Units N Mean Std Dev Minimum Maximum Median
oil & Grease UG/G 4 360.000 374.000 30.000 750.000 330 000
Vol Solids % 4 2.125 1.580 0.800 4.200 1.750
Total P UG/G 4 463.000 211.800 230.000 700.000 460.000
TKN UG/G 4 628.000 689.000 60.000 860.000 475.000
NH3 0
PCB 0
Hg UG/G 4 0.100 0.124 0.005 0.269 0.063
Pb UG/G 4 26.000 18.810 11.000 50.000 21.500
As 0
Cd 0
Cu UG/G 4 15.800 15.900 2.400 36.000 12.400
Zn UG/G 4 55.125 44.002 17.500 111.000 46.000
Cr UG/G 4 17.500 17.720 3.500 42.000 12.250
Ni UG/G 4 83.750 103.550 8.500 228.000 49.250
























































































































































Calendar Year: 1984 Beginning Date: 01/ /84 Ending Date: 11/ /84
Maximum Depth (Meters): 3.6
Equipment: DRAGLINE
Total Quantity (M**3): 40,474.00 Pay Quantity (M**3): 22,800:00
Dredging Cost (S/CMPM): 7.33












Maximum Depth (Meters): 7.0
















Maximum Depth (Meters): 7.0














































































































































































































Calendar Year: 1982 Beginning Date: 12/13/82 Ending Date: 04/29/83
Maximum Depth (Meters): 2.0
Equipment: CLAM AND SCOH
Total Quantity (M**3): 36,647.00 Pay Quantity (M**3): 30,251.00
Dredging Cost (S/CMPM): 5.74
Disposal Method: BEACH Lat: Long:
SAMPLE SUMMARY REPORT
Year: 1981 Dry Density (Kg/L): 1.50
Material Type: SAND, SILT Sample Type: UNDISTURBED CORE
Analytical Lab: ENVIROCLEAN
Parameter Name Units N Mean Std Dev Minimum Maximum Median















0.018 0.009 0.010 0.032 0.018






















Calendar Year: 1980 Beginning Date: 08/11/80 Ending Date: 03/31/81
Maximum Depth (Meters): 8.3
Equipment: CLAMSMELLS AND S
Total Quantity (M**3): 124,219.00 Pay Quantity (M**3): 106,217.00
Dredging Cost (SICMPM): 6.63
Disposal Method: CONFINED CDF Cost (S/CMPM): 11.14
Calendar Year: 1984 Beginning Date: 05/T7/84 Ending Date: 09/12/84
Maximum Depth (Meters): 8.3
Equipment: CLAMSMELL
Total Quantity (M**3): 70,681.00 Pay Quantity (M**3): 56,792.00
Dredging Cost (SICMPM): 11.07
Disposal Method: CONFINED CDF Cost (S/CMPM): 11.14
SAMPLE SUMMARY REPORT
Year: 1974 Dry Density (Kg/L):
Material Type: CLASS '3' Sample Type:
Analytical Lab: JAMES F. MACLAREN LTD.
Parameter Name Units N Mean Std Dev Minimum Maximum
oil & Grease 0









Cd UG/G * 1.000 1.000 1.000
Cu UG/G 7.220 1.810 16.080




Year: 1983 Dry Density (Kg/L):
Material Type: CLASS 'B'; SAND Sample Type: CDRES
Analytical Lab: ENVIROCLEAN
Parameter Mame Units M Mean Std Dev Minimum Maximum
Oil & Grease UG/G 1 170.000 0.000 170.000 170.000
Vol Solids x 3 0.470 0.090 0.360 0.540
Total P UG/G 1 46.000 0.000 46.000 46.000
TKN UG/G 1 14.000 0.000 14.000 14.000
MM3 0
PCB UG/G * 1 0.010 0.000 0.010 0.010
Hg UG/G 3 0.090 0.010 0.080 0.100
Pb 0
As UG/G 1 1.800 0.000 1.800 1.800
Cd UG/G 1 1.000 0.000 1.000 1.000
Cu UG/G 1 3.000 0.000 3.000 3.000
Zn UG/G 1 7.000 0.000 7.000 7.000






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Year: 1981 Dry Density (Kg/L):
Material Type: Sand Sample Type: Grab, Ponar
Analytical Lab:
Parameter Name Units N Mean Std Dev Minimum Maximum Median
Vol Solids PERCENT 3 2.633 1.893 1.300 4.800 1.800
Oil & Grease MG/G 3 .279 .182 .150 .487 .200
Total P MG/G 3 .527 .146 .402 .687 .493
TKN MG/G 3 .653 .467 .345 1.190 .424
NH3 MG/G 3 .036 .026 .017 .066 .026
PCB-1221 UG/G 1 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
PCB-1232 UG/G 1 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
PC8-1242 UG/G 1 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
PCB-1248 UG/G 1 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
PCB-1254 UG/G 1 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
PCB-1260 UG/G 1 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
PCB-1016 UG/G 1 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
Total PCB UG/G 0
H9 UG/G 3 .053 .012 .040 .060 .060
Pb UG/G 3 15.667 5.508 12.000 22.000 13.000
As UG/G 3 2.067 1.242 1.300 3.500 1.400
Cd UG/G 3 .483 .240 .340 .760 .350
Cu UG/G 3 10.333 6.658 6.000 18.000 7.000
Zn 06/6 3 50.333 19.655 38.000 73.000 40.000
Cr UG/G 3 8.000 5.292 4.000 14.000 6.000
Ni UG/G 3 13.333 5.773 10.000 20.000 10.000





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Fiscal Year: 1982 Beginning Date: 09/09/82 Ending Date: 09/13/82
Location: Harbor Channel Maximum Depth (Meters): 8.2
Equipment: Hopper Contractor: HATCO
Total Quantity (M**3): 27363.
Total Cost (S/M**3): 4.55
Disposal Method: Open Lat: 432900.0 Long: 773400.0
Fiscal Year: 1984 Beginning Date: 06/07/84 Ending Date: 08/29/84
Location: Harbor Channel Maximum Depth (Meters): 8.2
Equipment: Clamshell Contractor: Dunbar & Sullivan
Total Quantity (M**3): 9434.
Total Cost ($/M**3): 7.
Disposal Method: Open Lat: 432900.0 Long: 773400.0
SAMPLE SUMMARY REPORT
Year: 1981 Dry Density (Kg/L):
Material Type: silty Sand Sample Type: Grab, Ponar
Analytical Lab:
Parameter Name Units H Mean Std Dev Minimum Maximum
Vol Solids PERCENT 11 2.627 .890 1.100 4.500
Oil & Grease MG/G 11 .588 .570 .240 2.230
Total P MG/G 11 .640 .173 .447 1.070
TKN MG/G 11 .885 .394 .065 1.550
HH3 MG/G 11 .042 .018 .026 .087
PCB-1221 UG/G 11 .000 .000 .000 .000
PCB-1232 UG/G 11 .000 .000 .000 .000
PCB-1242 UG/G 11 .000 .000 .000 .000
PCB-1248 06/0 11 .000 .000 .000 .001
PCB-1254 UG/G 11 .000 .000 .000 .000
PCB-1260 UG/G 11 .000 .000 .000 .000
PCB-1016 UG/G 11 .000 .000 .000 .000
Total PCB 00/6 0
H9 UG/G 11 .096 .057 .040 .220
Pb UG/G 11 37.182 30.883 14.000 125.000
As UG/G 11 1.764 .655 .800 3.000
Cd UG/G 11 .730 .400 .330 1.700
Cu UG/G 11 22.818 9.527 11.000 43.000
Zn UG/G 11 63.273 22.437 34.000 108.000
Cr UG/G 11 11.727 2.687 7.000 16.000
Ni UG/G 11 17.455 5.681 9.000 27.000






















































Location: Harbor Maximum Depth (Meters): 7.3
Equipment: Lyman Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 113676.





























Location: Harbor Maximum Depth (Meters): 7.3
Equipment: Lyman Contractor: Gov't
Total Quantity (M**3): 82096.













Fiscal Year: 1982 Beginning Date: 08/28/82 Ending Date: 09/13/82
Location: Harbor Channel Maximum Depth (Meters): 7.3
Equipment: Hopper Contractor: NATCO
Total Quantity (M**3): 108897.
Total Cost (S/M**3): 5.28
Disposal Method: Open Lat: 431700.0 Long: 773400.0
Fiscal Year: 1984 Beginning Date: 06/17/86 Ending Date: 09/15/84
Location: Harbor Channel Maximum Depth (Meters): 7.3
Equipment: Clamshell Contractor: Dunbar & Sullivan
Total Quantity (M**3): 227973.
Total Cost ($/M**3): 3.67





































Dry Density (Kg/L): .37
Sample Type: Grab, Ponar
Mean Std Dev Minimum Maximum Median
.747 .316 .248 1.553 .674
.712 .066 .599 .906 .707
1.143 .191 .729 1.623 1.141
.130 .142 .069 .924 .103
.176 .222 .100 1.300 .100
28.088 4.987 20.000 42.000 27.000
4.341 1.586 1.900 7.800 4.150
2.477 .717 1.300 4.000 2.650
23.535 3.353 18.800 31.600 23.000
102.982 16.999 77.400 147.600 100.700
10.262 8.185 1.700 32.700 10.100
14.415 2.431 9.400 18.700 14.350




























































































































































































MG/G 5 .6 .1 .5 .8 .7
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Calendar Year: 1984 Beginning Date: 10/23/84 Ending Date: 12/21/84
Maximum Depth (Meters): 8.8
Equipment: DIPPER
Total Quantity (M**3): 38,924.00 Pay Quantity (M**3): 36,443.00
Dredging Cost (SICMPM): 7.71
Disposal Method: CONFINED (& OPEN) Lat: 431800 Long: 794642
CDF Cost ($/CMPM): 0.00
SAMPLE SUMMARY REPORT
Year: 1984 Dry Density (Kg/L): 1.60
Material Type: SAND Sample Type: CORES
Analytical Lab: ENVIRONMENTAL APPLICATIONS GROUP
Parameter Name Units N Mean Std Dev Minimum Maximum Median
Oil & Grease 0
Vol Solids 0
Total P UG/G 3 644.000 120.000 530.000 770.000 631.000
TKN UG/G 3 274.000 60.000 206.000 3210.00 294.000
NH3 0
PCB UG/G 8 0.048 0.035 0.014 0.126 0.039
H9 0
Pb UG/G 3 8.330 25150 6.000 11.000 8.000
As UG/G 3 2.300 0.424 1.700 2.600 2.600
Cd UG/G * 3 1.000 0.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
Cu UG/G 3 11.670 1.530 10.000 13.000 12.000
Zn UG/G 3 99.300 4.720 94.000 103.000 101.000
Cr UG/G 3 13.000 1.700 11.000 14.000 14.000
Ni UG/G 3 22.000 4.580 18.000 27.000 21.000










Calendar Year: 1984 Beginning Date: 12/14/84 Ending Date: 06/27/85
Maximum Depth (Meters): 2.0
Equipment: CLAM EXCAVATOR
Total Quantity (M**3): 4,895.00 Pay Quantity (M**3): 3,899.20
Dredging Cost (SICMPM): 11.00
Disposal Method: RE—USE Lat: Long:
SAMPLE SUMMARY REPORT
Year: 1984 Dry Density (Kg/L):
Material Type: SAND, SILT Sample Type:
Analytical Lab: BONDAR CLEGG, MCMASTER UNIV.
Parameter Name Units N Mean Std Dev Minimum Maximum





PCB UG/G 4 0.055 0.068 0.010 0.133
H9 UG/G 4 0.044 0.040 0.015 0.085
Pb UG/G 4 34.250 25.480 14.000 58.000
As UG/G 4 2.000 0.000 2.000 2.000
Cd 0
Cu UG/G 4 81.000 24.510 55.000 105.000
Zn UG/G 4 101.000 79.610 41.000 179.000
Cr UG/G 4 66.750 26.110 40.000 92.000






















Calendar Year: 1983 Beginning Date: 08/11/83 Ending Date: 11/01/83
Maximum Depth (Meters): 8.2
Equipment: CLAM AND SCOHS
Total Quantity (M**3): 47,514.00 Pay Quantity (M**3): 33,780.00
Dredging Cost (S/CMPM): 6.22
Disposal Method: CONFINED CDF Cost ($/CMPM): 0.00
SAMPLE SUMMARY REPORT
Year: 1983 Dry Density (Kg/L): 1.30
Material Type: CLASS 'B' SAND, V. FINE SAND Sample Type: UNDISTURBED CORE
Analytical Lab: ENVIRONMENTAL APPLICATIONS GROUP
Parameter Name Units N Mean Std Dev Minimum Maximum Median
oil & Grease UG/G 6 7942.000 12410.000 400.000 33000.000 3200.000
Vol Solids X 6 9.000 6.890 0.600 19.400 7.150
Total P UG/G 6 1598.000 1783.000 119.000 5110.000 975.000
TKN UG/G 6 2172.000 1971.000 160.000 5100.000 1500.000
NH3 0
PCB 00/0 6 7.630 12.640 0.070 32.000 1.270
Mg UG/G 6 0.500 0.620 0.076 1.760 0.280
Pb UG/G 6 244.170 243.550 11.000 820.000 141.500
As UG/G 6 7.000 5.000 1.000 16.000 5.000
Cd UG/G 6 4.080 2.610 0.500 7.000 4.000
Cu UG/G 6 70.000 73.900 4.000 214.000 51.000
Zn UG/G 6 1442.670 2316.690 33.000 6117.000 609.500
Cr UG/G 6 264.170 274.500 8.000 750.000 231.500
Ni UG/G 6 34.000 18.040 8.000 61.000 34.000




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Calendar Year: 1980 Beginning Date: 90/22/80 Ending Date: 10/31/80
Maximum Depth (Meters): 7.9
Equipment: HYDRAULIC SUCTION
Total Quantity (M**3): 14,826.00 Pay Quantity (M**3): 14,407.00
Dredging Cost (SICMPM): 6.11
Disposal Method: CONFINED CDF Cost (SICMPM): 0.00
SAMPLE SUMMARY REPORT
No Sampling Activities Dry Density (Kg/L): 1.30
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Calendar Year: 1980 Beginning Date: 08/12/80 Ending Date: 09/19/80
Maximum Depth (Meters): 8.2
Equipment: HYDRAULIC SUCTION
Total Quantity (M**3): 14,690.00 Pay Quantity (M**3): 12,712.00
Dredging Cost (SICMPM): 7.14
Disposal Method: CONFINED CDF Cost (S/CMPM): 0.00
SAMPLE SUMMARY REPORT






Calendar Year: 1982 Beginning Date: 10/29/82 Ending Date: 06/06/83
Maximum Depth (Meters): 8.2
Equipment: HYDRAULIC
Total Quantity (M**3): 13,866.00 Pay Quantity (M**3): 13,866.00
Dredging Cost (S/CMPM): 8.75
Disposal Method: CONFINED CDF Cost (S/CMPM): 10.56
Calendar Year: 1983 Beginning Date: 07/15/83 Ending Date: 09/30/83
Maximum Depth (Meters): 6.7
Equipment: CLAM AND SCOU
Total Quantity (M**3): 7,714.00 Pay Quantity (M**3): 7,307.00
Dredging Cost (SICMPM): 10.12
Disposal Method: CONFINED CDF Cost (S/CMPM): 10.56
Calendar Year: 1980 Beginning Date: 08/09/80 Ending Date: 10/29/80
Maximum Depth (Meters): 8.2
Equipment: SCOHS
Total Quantity (M**3): 12,647.00 Pay Quantity (M**3): 9,261.00
Dredging Cost (S/CMPM): 13.22
Disposal Method: OPEN Lat: 435100 Long: 784900
SAMPLE SUMMARY REPORT
Year: 1982 Dry Density (Kg/L): 1.50
Material Type: SAND, SILT, CLAY Sample Type: CORE AND GRAB
Analytical Lab: BEAK
Parameter Name Units N Mean Std Dev Minimum Maximum Median}
Oil & Grease UG/G 7 1293.000 1007.000 340.000 2400.000 720.000
Vol Solids 0
Total P 00/0 7 448.000 187.000 114.000 720.000 415.000
TKN UG/G 5 617.000 711.000 5.100 1590.000 240.000
NH3 0
PCB UG/G 5 0.267 0.203 0.020 0.500 0.320
H9 UG/G * 7 0.028 0.029 0.005 0.070 0.015
Pb UG/G 7 39.860 24.870 19.000 86.000 33.000
As 0
Cd UG/G * 7 1.000 0.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
Cu UGIG 7 12.170 8.670 4.200 25.000 10.000
Zn UG/G 7 49.170 36.800 11.100 116.000 35.300
Cr UG/G 7 29.290 28.250 3.500 83.000 20.000
Mi UG/G 7 34.143 24.670 10.500 68.000 25.000





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Maximum Depth (Meters): 2.1













Material Type: SAND (APPROACH CHANNEL)
Sample Type:
CORE AND GRAB

















Total P UG/G 3 424.000 175.000 320.000 626.000 327.000
TKN UG/G 3 1722.000 2536.000 244.000 465.000 273.000
NN3 0




Cd 00/6 3 1.370 0.400 1.000 1.800 1.300
Cu 00/6 3 9.000 9.500 2.800 20.000 4.200
Zn UG/G 3 30.670 13.250 20.000 45.500 26.500
Cr UG/G 3 12.170 4.240 9.000 17.000 10.500
Ni 0
C00 00/0 3 38400.0 62000.0 1900.0 115000.0 3200.0
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Maximum Depth (Meters): 1.8










































































































Cd UG/G 3 1.370 0.400 1.000 1.800












Cr UG/G 3 12.170 4.240 9.000 17.000
Ni 0






















Calendar Year: 1983 Beginning Date: 11/17/83 Ending Date: 12/20/83
Maximum Depth (Meters): 8.8
Equipment: DIPPER, SCOU
Total Quantity (M**3): 31,428.00 Pay Quantity (M**3): 28,505.00
Dredging Cost (SICMPM): 6.55
Disposal Method: OPEN Lat: Long:
SAMPLE SUMMARY REPORT
Year: 1982 Dry Density (Kg/L): 1.70
Material Type: CLASS 8 SAND Sample Type: CORE
Analytical Lab: BEAK
Parameter Name Units N Mean Std Dev Minimum Maximum Median





PCB UG/G 1 0.020 0.000 0.020 0.020 0.020
H9 UG/G 1 0.010 0.000 0.010 0.010 0.010
Pb UG/G 1 15.000 0.000 15.000 15.000 15.000
As UG/G 1 1.275 0.000 1.275 1.275 1.275








































































































Disposal Method: CONFINED CDF Cost (S/CMPM):
SAMPLE SUMMARY REPORT
Year: 1972-1978 Dry Density (Kg/L):
Material Type: SILT, CLAY Sample Type:
Analytical Lab: EC - 1978; MOE-1972, 1973, 1976
Parameter Name Units N Mean Std Dev Minimum Maximum
oil & Grease UG/G 4200.000 540.000 11100.000
Vol Solids % 7.100 6.600 9.600
Total P UG/G 1190.000 860.000 1600.000
TKN UG/G 1700.000 540.000 3940.000
NH3 0
PCB UG/G 0.230 0.060 0.390
Mg UG/G 0.250 0.110 0.300
Pb UG/G 175.000 74.000 254.000
As 0
Cd 0
Cu UG/G 45.000 20.000 80.000
Zn UG/G 230.000 82.000 340.000





























Dredging Cost (S/CMPM): 3.92
Disposal Method: CONFINED CDF Cost
SAMPLE SUMMARY REPORT
Year: 1979
Material Type: SILT, CLAY
Analytical Lab:
Parameter Name Units N Mean Std Dev
Oil & Grease UG/G 1 3100.000 0.000
Vol Solids % 1 41.000 0.000
Total P UG/G 1 660.000 0.000
TKN UG/G 1 230.000 0.000
NH3 0
PCB 0
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in the overall Great Lakes ecosystem. ‘
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mitigation of environmental effects posed by dredging activities and in the development of
management options for contaminated sediments.
The work group is expected to meet between three to six times annually. Administrative and
secretarial support to be provided by the Windsor Regional Office (WRO). The work group will:
1. From a loadings and sources perspective, evaluate existing protocols designed to
quantify the transfer of contaminants to and from sediments so as to establish
ecosystem impact.
2. Review the existing practices and policies of the Parties relating to dredging activities
and their effect on the Great Lakes ecosystem. Evaluate existing criteria for the
classiﬁcation of contaminated sediment or designated areas of intensive and continuing
dredging activities within the Great Lakes system.
3. Ensure the maintenance of a register of signiﬁcant dredging projects being undertaken
in the Great Lakes system with information to allow for the assessment of
environmental effects of projects including the long-term effect of dredging and
disposal of contaminated sediment. The register should contain statistical information
which allows for the assessment of pollution loadings from dredged materials to the
Great Lakes system.
4. Facilitate the exchange of sediment management information including, but not limited
to, information related to: development of sediment management technology, sediment
evaluation protocols, dredging technology, sediment handling and treatment
techniques, procedures to characterize and quantify mass transport. and fate and effect
of sediment and associated contaminants.
5. Evaluate and assess the programs and progress being made by the Parties under Annex
14 of the Agreement.
6. Develop work plans for submission to the LSSC in accordance with planning and
budget requirements. Review and revise the plan once a year.
7. Prepare reports on the above and undertake speciﬁc assignments as identiﬁed by the
LSSC.
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